
Addendum

(p. 35, following line 13):

ln addition to SP, the perivascular endings of trigeminovascular fibers contain

another neuropeptide that has been implicated in inflammation: calcitonin gene-

related peptide (ccRP) (uddman et al. 1988, Mccuiloch ef a/. 1986). This

section reviews the biology of CGRP and then compares between the roles of

CGRP and SP in neurogenic inflammation.

(p. 60, following line 2):

Routine histological staining does not allow the characterization of microglia

(Berry et al. 2002). Specific immunohistochemical staining for these cells was

nor performed in this study as there is no indication in the literature that these

cells have any role in the alteration of BBB permeability and cerebral edema.

Furthermore, although the study of Lai et al. (2000) described the presence of

SP-lR in human microglia, this studywas conducted in vitro on isolated microglia

cultured from human fetal brains. lt is well documented that microglia are greafly

dependent on the CNS microenvironment for expression of their phenotypic

structure and function (Schmidtmayer et al. 1994, Sievers ef a/. jgg4). This has

been shown to involve direct contact with surrounding astrocytes and interaction

with neurons (Neumann ef a/. 1998). ln the study by Lai et at., however,

microglia were isolated for several weeks in an artificial medium in which they

represented 99% of the cellular constituents. Thus, it is not clear whether or not

these results are applicable to microglia in situ.

(p. 1 15, following line 10):

As explained in the methodology section, no attempt was made to characterize

sP-lR in microglia. However, irrespective of the expression of sp-lR in

microglia, the results of this study suggest that astrocytes are the most important

cells in any effect that SP may have on the BBB in the settings of infarction and

contusion.
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Abstract

Cerebrovascular stroke is the third commonest cause of death in industrialized

countries while traumatic brain injury [Bl) is the leading cause of mortality and

disability in individuals below 40 years of age. An important influence on the

severity of both TBI and stroke is cerebral edema. The mechanism of cerebral

edema in both is poorly understood.

Recent evidence suggests that substance P (SP) plays a role in this edema and,

specifically, that injured SP-containing perivascular nerve fibers are involved.

The present study examined tissue obtained from rat models of infarction and

contusion as well as human post mortem infarct and contusion tissue at several

timepoints. lmmunohistochemistry was used to characterize and correlate, in the

cores of the lesions and their margins, the presence and distribution of SP and

extravascular albumin, an indicator of vasogenic edema. ln addition, the tissues

were examined to identify injured perivascular SP-containing nerve fibers using

amyloid precursor protein (APP) as an indicator of axonal injury.

Our results demonstrated, in all examined rat and human tissue, that

perivascular SP-IR was present in astrocytic processes rather than in nerve

fibers. Furthermore, no APP-immunoreactive perivascular nerve fibers were

observed. This implies that perivascular astrocytic processes might be more

VI



important than perivascular nerve fibers in any effect that SP may have on the

blood-brain barrier (BBB) in the settings of infarction and contusion. ln addition,

the results generally showed, in rat infarcts and contusions, an increase in SP-

immunoreactivity (SP-lR) and albumin-immunoreactivity (albumin-lR). This

suggests that, in the rat, increased SP in the setting of infarction and contusion

might contribute to vasogenic edema. Human tissue, however, showed no

increase in SP-IR following infarction or contusion in spite of the presence of

albumin-lR. These observations in human tissue might be related to the

unavailability of tissue for examination at earlier timepoints post-insult and further

investigation is warranted to provide greater detail on any possible involvement

of SP with edema in these settings.
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1.1 Gerebral infarcti n and contusion

1.1.1 Eoidemioloqical siqnificance of stroke and traumatic brain

iniurv fiBl)

Cerebrovascular stroke is a clinical condition characterized by sudden onset of

neurological symptoms due to ischemia or hemorrhage. These symptoms can

be either focal or global but must, by definition, persist for more lhan 24 hours.

Cerebrovascular disease is the commonest neurological disorder (Frosch et al.

2005) with the incidence rates of stroke estimated to be as high as 1 in 250 per

year(Dirnagl ef a/. 1999). The incidence rate increaseswith ageto reach 1 in 33

for individuals aged 85 years and above (Kalimo et al. 2OO1). Stroke carries a

mortality rate of around 30% which makes it the third commonest cause of death

in industrialized countries (Dirnagl et al. 1999). As with the incidence, the

mortality rate increases dramatically with age; the age-specific death rate is

doubled each time the age is increased by only 5 years (Millikan et al. 1987).

Even for those patients who surivive, long-term disability is common. For

example, in the United States about 4 million people are living with its debilitating

complications (Taylor et al. 1996).

Traumatic brain injury (TBl) is the term used to refer to damage of the brain

caused by head injury. TBI has been called, quite appropriately, the silent

a
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epidemic (Goldstein 1990). With estimated annual incidence rates reaching 1 in

400 (Leon-Carrion et al. 2005), it is the leading cause of mortality and morbidity

in people below 40 years of age (Fleminger & Ponsford 2005). Moreover, it is

quite common for survivors to have long-term disabling neurological

complications. A large survey conducted on cases of severe head injury in

Europe showed that, 6 months after injury, only 31% of the patients had made

what was described as a'good recovery' (Murray ef a/. 1999).

1.1.2 Gerebral infarction

1.1.2.1 Definition

Cerebral infarction is the necrosis of brain tissue due to ischemia. Cerebral

ischemia refers to a state in which blood supply to the brain is insufficient to

sustain the normal metabolic activities of the cells. The cells in the brain differ in

their vulnerability to ischemia. Neurons are the most vulnerable because their

metabolism is extremely dependent on oxygen. Thus, ischemia might affect

neurons without affecting any other cell type in the brain resulting in a condition

known as selective neuronal necrosis. As the degree of ischemia increases, the

other cell types in the brain are affected in the following order: oligodendrocytes,

astrocytes and finally, being closest to the blood stream, vascular cells. The
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irreversible affection of all tissue constituents is referred to as pan-necrosis

(Kalimo et a|.2002).

1.1.2.2 Proqressive damaqe and the concept of the evolving penumbra

It is important to appreciate that within a single lesion, the degree of ischemic

damage observed tends to exhibit both temporal and spatial variation (Dirnagl ef

a/. 1999). ln terms of the temporal development, ischemic damage has been

suggested to evolve at quite a slow pace based upon evidence from both

experimental studies (Dereski et al. 1993) and studies using magnetic resonance

imaging (MRl) in stroke patients (Baird et al. 1997). As for the spatial variation of

ischemic damage, the pathophysiologic changes involved do not occur

homogeneously throughout the entire territory of ischemia. ln the center of the

ischemic territory, commonly referred to as the core, cells are rapidly killed due to

the severe reduction in perfusion (Siesjo ef a/. 1998).

However, between the core and the surrounding unaffected cerebral tissue lies a

peripheral rim of tissue named the penumbra (Astrup et al. 1981). This is a term

borrowed from astronomy where it refers to the halo of partial darkness that

surrounds the completely dark central region in an eclipse. ln the penumbra,

although the blood flow is reduced, it has not decreased beyond the critical level

where cellular metabolic activities cannot be sustained (Astrup et al. 1981,

Hossmann 1994, Obrenovitch 1995). With the passage of time, the penumbra

5



can either recover if perfusion is restored or othen¡vise progress to infarction.

Several studies provide evidence for the occurrence of the penumbra in human

cases of stroke (Furlan et al. 1996, Read ef a/. 1998). Hence, acting within this

therapeutic window to salvage the penumbra is a main target for neuroprotection.

1.1.2.3 Effects of reperfusion

A phenomenon of important bearing on the outcome of ischemia is reperfusion.

Restoration of blood flow to an ischemic territory may occur spontaneously by

enzymatic fibrinolysis or through the opening of collateral anastomotic channels

or therapeutically by the use of thrombolytic agents or surgical intervention

(Wardlaw & Warlow 1992, Wardlaw et al. 2000). Although reperfusion of an

ischemic territory should logically salvage any affected tissue that has not yet

been irreversibly injured, this is often not the case. ln addition, in some cases

reperfusion might actually contribute to the damage.

i. No- reflow phenomenon

The reason behind the possible failure of reperfusion to salvage the ischemic

penumbra is that the restored flow of blood might not gain access to the

penumbra. This is termed the no-reflow phenomenon and is primarily

encountered in cases of global cerebral ischemia (Ames et al. 1968) although it

is also believed to occur in focal ischemia. No-reflow occurs due to compromise

6



of the penumbral microvasculature by the inflammatory process through

perivascular edema formation, endothelial swelling and, most importantly, the

occlusion of microvessels by neutrophils (del Zoppo et al. 1991). This

microvascular accumulation of neutrophils is due to their increased recruitment

and also due to the upregulated expression of adhesion molecules on both the

neutrophils and the microvascular endothelium (Mori ef al. 1992, Okada et al.

1994).

ii. lnjury by oxygen-derived free radicals

As for the explanation of how reperfusion might paradoxically increase the

damage in the penumbra and cause its recruitment into the core of the infarct,

the restored blood flow carries oxygen into the penumbra. Because ischemic

cells in the penumbra are metabolically hypoactive, this fresh supply of oxygen

may well be in excess of local demand leading to the formation of reactive

oxygen species. These highly reactive free radicals cause the peroxidation of

lipids, oxidation of structural and functional proteins and alteration in DNA

structure (Chan 1994).

iii. Hemorrhagic transformation

yet another hazard of reperfusion is that it may restore blood flow to necrotic,

leaky vessels leading to hemorrhagic transformation of the infarct. These

7



hemorrhagic infarcts are associated with a more guarded prognosis (Kalimo ef a/

2002)

1.1.3 Gerebral ontusion

1.1.3.1 Definition

Cerebral contusions are among the various pathological changes that may result

from blunt head injury. They are localized regions of vascular disruption and

parenchymal damage that classically occur at the crests of cerebral gyri and

extend to varying depths into the cortical gray matter and possibly into the

subcortical white matter as well. lnitially, the contusion is restricted to streaks of

perivascular hemorrhage perpendicular to the cortical surface. With the passage

of time, the blood extends more into the cortical tissue leading to ischemic

change of the neurons and subsequent necrosis. The blood occasionally

infiltrates the underlying white matter even if initially unaffected. Throughout the

acute phase, tissue swelling commonly occurs around the contusion. Later still,

the contusion shrinks, assumes a triangular shape with its base towards the

cortical surface and acquires a brown color attributed to hemosiderin, which

accumulates as a result of breakdown of red blood corpuscles (Graham et al.

2002).
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1.1.3.2 Proqressive damaqe and the concept of an evolvinq primarv

iniurv

The current understanding of the pathological mechanisms that come into play

after brain injury has evolved quite remarkably over the past few decades. ln

1975, Peter Reilly and his colleagues published their landmark article 'Patients

with head injury who talk and die' (Reilly et al. 1975). This paper directed

attention toward the concept of secondary injury. ln contrast to primary injury,

which was regarded as an instantaneous event occurring at the moment of

impact as in hematoma formation, secondary injury was thought to involve

mechanisms that were not directly related to the physical impact but rather came

into play later, such as raised intracranial pressure (lCP) and brain swelling.

Over the following quarter of a century however, there was an accumulation of

evidence that modified the previously existing appreciation of the

pathophysiology of TBl, which led Reilly to revisit the area with another

publication in 2001 (Reilly 2001). ln this paper, he described that the

understanding of primary injury had evolved from the concept of an isolated

event occurring at the precise time of impact that could possibly be followed by

secondary damage to the present appreciation of primary injury as an entire

sequence of events that was only triggered by the impact and that could continue

to develop over the following several days. This cascade of events, if

unchecked, could lead to epiphenomena such as cerebral edema, which is a
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major cause of brain swelling and increased lCP. The issue of paramount

clinical significance is that this sequence of events, as opposed to what was

previously thought of the effects of primary injury, is not entirely irreversible. The

importance arises from the fact that cerebral edema and increased ICP are

extremely significant in adversely affecting the prognosis of patients with head

injury. This has naturally stimulated research into the development of

pharmacologic agents that can alter the mechanisms of cellular damage before

they proceed beyond the limit of reversibility (Doppenberg & Bullock 1997,

Bullock et al. 1999).

1.2 Vasogenic edema

1.2.1 Edema assoc¡ated with cerebral infarction and contus¡on

A pathological event that has an important influence on the pathology of both

cerebral infarcts (Klatzo et al. 1967) and cerebral contusions (Marmarou et al.

2000) is edema. This effect is most pronounced in younger victims of TBI where

edema was responsible for 50% of all death and disability (Feickert ef a/. 1999).

The term cerebral edema refers to increased water content of the tissue and is a

cause of brain swelling (Fishman 1975, Go 1997). lts physical presence around

the zone of original injury adds to the mass effect of the entire lesion. A

potentially fatal complication of cerebral edema is raised intracranial pressure
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(lCP) which, if increased beyond systemic arterial pressure, leads to total

cessation of cerebral blood flow. Severely increased ICP is also associated with

cerebral herniation and fatal brainstem compression.

ln cerebral contusion, within and surrounding the necrotic core, there is

commonly a better preserved zone of cerebral edema extending into the white

matter. This edema (vasogenic) is caused by increased permeability of the BBB

and is best observed from 24 h to about 2 weeks after the injury (Bullock ef a/.

1990, Marmarou 1994). The microvasculature in this zone is affected such that

capillaries exhibit increased permeability and arterioles lose their capacity to

regulate blood flow (Dietrich ef al. 1994)

ln cerebral infarction, the severity of an ischemic insult appears to influence the

degree of edema. More edema formation has been correlated with longer and

more severe ischemia (lannotti & Hoff 1983, Bell ef a/. 1985, Todd ef a/. 1986).

lschemia might also be involved in the cytotoxic edema observed with cerebral

contusion (Bullock et al. 1991). lt is surprising however that in absolute

deprivation of blood supply, the progression of edema is halted. Thus, it seems

that, for edema to develop, a certain amount of blood flow must be preserved

(lannotti & Hoff 1983, Crockard et al. 1980, Kogure et al. 1981).

There are two major types of edema that occur in the settings of infarction and

contusion: cytotoxic edema and vasogenic edema.
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1.2.1.1 Cvtotoxicedema

The first type, cytotoxic edema, is an accumulation of water inside the cells,

primarily astrocytes, due to excessive movement of water from the extracellular

compartment to the intracellular compartment across a functionally-altered cell

membrane. However, the total water content of the tissue remains unchanged

and therefore, this type of edema does not significantly contribute to brain

swelling or the associated delayed deterioration of the clinical condition (Klatzo

1967). Also, the mechanism of cytotoxic edema does not involve an alteration in

BBB permeability or structure; an important distinction from the other type of

edema, vasogenic edema.

1.2.1.2 Vasoqenic edema

Vasogenic edema, is an accumulation of water in the extracellular space due to

an altered BBB that allows excessive movement of water from the intravascular

compartment to the extravascular compartment. The fluid tends to spread from

the gray matter into the white matter in the extracellular space along the nerve

tracts and its accumulation can be a major addition to the mass effect of the

original causative lesion. lt is important to note that the fluid that accumulates in

vasogenic edema is rich in plasma proteins. This fact provides some help in the

histopathological assessment of the extent of edema using markers for albumin
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(Nakata et at. 1995). Othenruise, edema appears as vacuolation on routine

hematoxylin and eosin staining or as regions of pallor with myelin stains.

However, these stains offer a very crude indication of the amount of edema since

both the vacuolation and the pallor are not appearances specific to edema and

are also associated with several other conditions (lronside & Pickard 2002).

Research into the mechanism of formation of vasogenic edema, with the ultimate

goal of identifying a therapeutic inhibitor of the process, is of paramount

importance. This is due to a combination of the adverse effect of edema on

patient outcome and the limitations of clinical modalities used to manage these

patients. Elevated ICP is potentially fatal and, unfortunately, the currently

available protocols for managing raised ICP leave much to be desired in terms of

improving patient survival rates and functional outcome. They include

pharmacological regimens such as administration of hyperosmotic agents and

barbiturates, induction of hyperventilation and hypothermia, and surgical

procedures such as drainage of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and decompressive

craniotomy (Graham et a\.2002).

1.2.2 The blood-bra in barrier (BBB)

The blood within the cerebral capillaries and proximal venules does not freely

communicate with the extracellular fluid in which the cellular elements of the

brain are bathed. This separation is brought about by both structural
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components and functional mechanisms that are collectively termed the blood-

brain barrier (BBB). Pathological opening of the BBB plays a role in the

formation of edema. This has been demonstrated in several studies using a rat

models of TBI (Barzo et al. 1997; Go 1997 Beaumont et al. 2000, 2002i Ayata &

Ropper 2002).

1.2.2.1 Oroanization of bral vasculature

Blood reaches the brain through two arterial systems: the internal carotid system

(formed by a pair of internal carotid arteries and their branches) and the

vertebrobasilar system (formed by a pair of vertebral arteries and their branches).

The internal carotid system is more or less responsible for supplying the entire

cerebrum except for the occipital lobe and the diencephalon. These structures,

as well as the cerebellum and brainstem, are all supplied by the vertebrobasilar

system. The major arteries of the two arterial systems course through the

subarachnoid space. At the base of the brain, these two systems meet to form a

ring of arteries known as the circle of Willis. This anastomosis provides

alternative routes for blood to reach the brain in the event of occlusion of one of

the major arteries.

Before entering into the substance of the brain, these large arteries successively

divide giving rise to branches that become progressively smaller. The most

distal, smallest branches of the arterial tree on the surface of the brain are known
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as the pial arteries. Extensive anastomoses connect the different branches of

the arterial tree on the cortical surface which allows another opportunity to

redistribute blood across arterial territories in case of occlusion of one of the

arteries (Edvinsson & MacKenzie 2002). As these small arteries penetrate the

substance of the brain (with some exceptions in the basal ganglia), their elastic

laminae disappear and they become arterioles (Standring et a|.2005a).

More distally along the course of the arteriole, the smooth muscle cells in the

vascular wall disappear and the arteriole becomes a capillary. The capillaries

and the immediately distal venules resemble each other structurally in that their

walls lack smooth muscle and are formed of a layer of endothelial cells

surrounded by occasional pericytes (Edvinsson et al. 1983a). On microscopic

examination, the two are distinguished solely on the basis of the larger caliber of

venules. Venules are relevant to the topic of edema because they are the main

part of the microcirculation through which inflammatory exudation occurs. The

formation of endothelial gaps in venules is the most common mechanism of

inflammatory vascular leakage. This is elicited by several chemical mediators

including histamine, bradykinin, leukotrienes and substance P (McDonald et al.

1 9e9).
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1.2.2.2 Anatomical orqanization of the BBB

Three cells contribute to its structure: capillary endothelial cells, pericytes and

(end feet of) astrocytes (Reese & Kamovsky 1967). The capillary endothelial

cells in the brain differ structurally from those in the rest of the body. These

structural peculiarities include the presence of tight junctions without

fenestrations (thus functioning as an intercellular barrier), the paucity of

pinocytotic intracellular vesicles (Reese & Kamovsky 1967) (thus functioning as

an intracellular barrier) and the abundance of mitochondria (which indicates

high metabolic activity) (Oldendorf ef al. 1977, Oldendorf et al. 1981, Dietrich ef

al. 1984).

The endothelium is ensheathed in a basement membrane that is, in turn,

externally covered by the foot processes of nearby astrocytes. The basement

membrane intermittently splits into two layers to enclose a pericyte. There is

evidence that astrocytes play a role in the function of the BBB (Janzer & Raff

1987, Goldstein 1988, Shivers et al. 1988) whereas pericytes are thought to

respond primarily when the barrier is disrupted by proliferating to give rise to

new endothelial and connective tissue cells (Standring ef a/. 2005b).
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1.2.2.3 Phvsioloqical control of the BBB

The function of BBB is physiologically modulated by neural (noradrenergic fibers

from the locus ceruleus) and hormonal (atrial natriuretic peptide, aldosterone and

adrenocorticotropic hormone) mechanisms, as well as by other chemical

mediators that include histamine, serotonin, bradykinin, nitric oxide and

arachidonic acid derivatives (Easton & Fraser 1998, Mayhan 2000).

1.2.2.4 Patholoqical openinq of the BBB

When excessive water passes from the blood through the BBB into the cerebral

tissue, this results in vasogenic cerebral edema. Water can diffuse relatively

freely through the BBB along hydrostatic and osmotic gradients, and it is

therefore the alteration of these gradients that plays a major role in the formation

of vasogenic brain edema. This is thought to occur through changes in the

permeability of the BBB to several ions and molecules. Water channels

(aquaporins) in the BBB might also have a role in the formation of cerebral

edema (Venero et a\.2001).

Opening of the BBB may theoretically occur at one or more of the following

three sites:

1. interendothelial tight junctions: Experimental models of BBB disruption

failed to demonstrate opening of the tight junctions (Rapoport 1976).
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2. intracellular vesicles: Certain pathological conditions have been

associated with an increase in pinocytotic activity (Westergaard 1975,

Beggs & waggener 1976, westergaard et at. j977, povlishock et at.

1978, westergaard et al. 1978, Nag ef al. 1g7g) but such an increase

was only short-lived and was not shown to generate any

transendothelial channels.

3. endothelial cell membrane: Disturbance of the membrane is thought to

result in activation of several intracellular pathways including the

arachidonic acid cascade and synthesis of nitric oxide culminating in

the generation of oxygen-derived free radicals which cause BBB

damage (wakai et al. 1982, Kontos 1985, cazaubon & couraud 1ggg,

Povlishock 1998). other substances that are produced include

inflammatory cytokines (which contribute to vascular leakage and

edema) (schilling & wahl 1999, stanimirovic & satoh 2000) and

adhesion molecules which promote the recruitment of leukocytes from

the bloodstream into the brain parenchyma and the activation of

resident microglia (Abbott 2000).

Thus, although the exact mechanism of BBB opening is unknown, the above

discussion suggests that inflammatory mediators might play a role, possibly

thorough receptor mediated actions. The following section reviews this role in

greater detail.
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l.2.Slnflammation associated with cerebral infarction and

cont sion

lnflammation is thought to contribute to the death of cells in the penumbral zone

in infarction as well as to the delayed effects of primary traumatic injury in

contusion. This is supported by data from several studies described below. ln

both conditions, the adverse effect of inflammation might be due to disruption of

the BBB resulting in the accumulation of vasogenic edema.

ln infarction, a distinct inflammatory cell reaction is well characterized on

histological examination. Al24hr neutrophils are observed to infiltrate the lesion

and at 3d the inflammatory infiltrate predominantly consists of macrophages

(Kalimo et al. 2002). A similar reaction has been demonstrated in contusion

(Hulmin et al. 1998, Hausmann et al. 1999, Engel et a\.2000). ln lesions aged

24hr, lhe cellular component of inflammation was represented by margination of

neurophils in the vessels. At 3-5d of survival, the inflammatory cell reaction also

included monocytes/macrophages and T-lymphocytes, as well as an activation of

resident microglia. The inflammatory cell response was paralleled by

proliferation of capillaries and swelling of their endothelium and by the formation

of perivascular edema (Bullock et al. 1991,Va2 et al. 1997).
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Several studies have also demonstrated an association between inflammation

and cerebral edema. ln a rat percussive head injury model accumulation of

polymorphonuclear leucocytes correlated with the development of post traumatic

oedema with an initial phase explained by an increase in blood volume and

subsequently followed by an acute inflammatory phase (Schoettle ef a/. 1990).

Holmin ef a/. (Holmin ef a/. 1995) used a concussional rat model and found a

biphasic pattern of oedema with the secondary peak at 5-7 days, a finding which

correlates with the commonly observed clinical deterioration in patients with

contusions. Cytokines, in particular interleukin-1 (lL-1) and tumor necrosis factors

(TNFs), have been shown in vivo to contribute to intracerebral inflammation, cell

death by apoptosis and increased BBB permeability leading to oedema (Holmin

& Mathiesen 2000). lL-1 antagonists significantly reduce neuronal damage in rats

following traumatic brain injury (Toulmond & Rothwell 1995; Tehranian et al.

2002).

1.3 Substa nce P (SPl

1.3.1 Neurop eotides and inflammation

Two classes of substances are used by neurons for chemical signaling in the

nervous system. One category is that of the well-characterized small-molecule

neurotransmitters, also known as the classical neurotransmitters, which includes
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molecules such as acetylcholine, norepinephrine and glutamate. The other

group consists of the neuropeptides which, as the name implies, are simply short

polymers of amino acids. One of these neuropeptides, substance P (SP) is the

focus of this section.

Neuropeptides have been implicated in the initiation and propagation of the

inflammatory response. The constellation of inflammatory effects of

neuropeptides is referred to as neurogenic inflammation. Among these effects

are an increase in vascular permeability, stimulation of inflammatory cell

migration, and several other effects involved in the process of inflammation

(Campos & Calixto 2000).

1.3.2 An overview of SP

'1.3.2.1 Historv

SP was the first neuropeptide discovered. lt was discovered incidentally by Ulf

von Euler and John Gaddum in London around 1930 while they were measuring

the concentration of acetylcholine in different tissues (von Euler and Gaddum

1931). The letter P derives from the'powder'they extracted that contained the

active substance. Four decades were to pass, however, before Susan Leeman's

team in Boston were able to identify the 11-amino acid structure of the SP

molecule (Chang et a|.1971).
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This enabled them to synthesize the compound (Tregear et al. 1971) and set up

a radioimmunoassay (Powell et al. 1973). Such advances allowed the effects of

SP to be tested in physiological models (Henry 1976; Takahashi et al. 1974).

Also, antibodies could be used to monitor SP with radioimmunoassay and

immunohistochemical studies (Takahashi & Otsuka 1975; Hokfelt et al. 1975;

Nilsson et al. 1975', Cuello & Kanazawa., 1978; Ljungdahl et al. 1978;

Schultzberg et al. 1980; Costa ef a/. 1980).

'1.3.2.2 D¡ ution

SP has been demonstrated in neurons of both the central (CNS) and peripheral

(PNS) nervous systems. SP is widely distributed in the CNS. SP

immunoreactivity has been demonstrated in the rhinencephalon, telencephalon,

basal ganglia, hippocampus, amygdala, septal areas, diencephalon,

hypothalamus, midbrain, pons, medulla and spinal cord (Shults et al. 1984). SP

is also present in many components of the PNS. SP immunoreactivity has been

observed in trigeminal (Lee et al. 1985) and dorsal root ganglia (Gibbins et al.

1987), and intrinsic neurons of the gut (Sternini et al. 1995). Nerve fibres

containing SP-like immunoreactivity are also common in most autonomic ganglia

(Helke et al. 1982; Helke & Hill 1988; Bergner et al.2O00).

Other cell types have been shown to contain SP including astrocytes and

microglia (Too ef al. 1994, Lai ef a/. 2000). ln addition, endothelial cells in vitro

have been stimulated to synthesize SP (Catalan ef a/. 1989).
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1.3.2.3 Svnthesis and desradation

The formation of the peptide bonds of neuropeptides necessitates that they be

synthesized on ribosomes. The mRNA encoding SP is transcribed from the

preprotachykinin A (PPTA) gene. The PPTA gene can express four different

forms of mRNA through alternative splicing, two of which (the p and y forms)

encode synthesis of both SP and neurokinin A (NKA) (Kotani ef a/. 1986).

As for degradation of SP, the enzymes involved include neutral endopeptidase

(NEP) (Matsas et at. 1984), SP-degrading enzyme (Probert & Hanley 1987),

angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) (Skidgel & Erdos 1987), dipeptidyl

aminopeptide lV (Heymann & Mentlein 1978), post-proline endopeptidase

(Blumberg et at. 1980), cathepsin-D (Azaryan & Galoyan 1988). These enzymes

cleave SP in vitro, however due to their specific cellular localisation it is probably

NEP andior ACE which are commonly involved in the cleavage of SP in vivo

(Nadel 1991). NEP has been demonstrated to be involved in the metabolism of

SP in the brain (Hooper & Turner 1987), spinal cord (Sakurada et al. 1990) and

peripheral tissues (Di Maria et al. 1998) while ACE has been reported to degrade

SP in plasma (Wang et at. 1991), CSF and substantia nigra contributing in the

degradation of fragments released from NEP (Skidgel & Erdos 1987).
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1.3.2.4 Receptors

The biological actions of SP are mediated by neurokinin (NK) receptors (Harrison

& Geppetti 2OO1), rhodopsin-like membrane structures, consisting of seven

hydrophobic transmembrane domains, connected by extracellular and

intracellular loops and coupled to G-proteins (Nakanishi 1991, Maggi & Schwartz

1gg7). There are three types of mammalian NK receptors that have been cloned:

NK1, NK2, NK3 exhibiting preferences for SP, neurokinin A, neurokinin B

respectively (Regoli et at. 1994). Endogenous tachykinins (the family of

neuropeptides to which SP belongs) are not highly selective for any given

receptor, and may act on all three receptors with varying affinities under certain

conditions such as receptor availability or high peptide concentrations. For this

reason SP activates not only NK1 receptors, but also NK2 and NK3 receptors in

a number of tissues (Regoli et al. 1994). As described later, this review is

predominantly concerned with one particular effect of SP: the induction of

increased vascular permeability (Maggi 1995). This effect is mainly mediated by

the NK1 subclass of receptors which have been demonstrated in endothelial cells

(Shimizu et at. 1999), cortical nerve cell bodies (Tooney et al.20OO), astrocytes

(Michel et at. 1986, Torrens ef a/. 1986, Kostyk et al. 1989, Mantyh ef a/. 1989),

microglia (Lai ef al.2000), and also acute inflammatory cells such as neutrophils

(Kido ef a/. 1999).
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1.3.2.5 Fu

SP has been implicated in many biological actions including the transmission of

pain signals, regulation of blood pressure, stimulation of secretion by endocrine

cells and increasing vascular permeability (Harrison & Geppetti 2001). lt also

plays a role in memory and reinforcement processes (Hasenohrl et al.2000). ln

addition, it is widely expressed in areas of the brain associated with fear and

defense responses including including the amygdala, septum, hippocampus,

hypothalamus and periaqueductal gray (Rupniak & Kramer 1999).

1.3.3 SP in inflammation outside the central nervous svstem

(CNSI

Responses produced at the peripheral level by SP are particularly prominent on

the vasculature where it causes plasma protein extravasation in post-capillary

venules and leukocyte adhesion to endothelial cells of venules. Additional

tissue-specific responses produced by neurogenic inflammatory mechanisms

include smooth muscle relaxation/contraction in the urinary bladder, ureter and

iris, inotropic and chronotropic effect on the heart and bronchoconstriction in the

airuvays (Geppetti et al. 1995).

Studies conducted on spinal afferent nerves suggests that the role of SP is

primarily related to the changes in vascular permeability and the edema
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associated with neurogenic inflammation (Brain 1997). For example, in the

bronchi, activation of sensory neurons leads to increased vascular permeability.

This effect was reduced by pretreatment with capsaicin, an agent that causes

neuropeptide depletion. The increased vascular permeability was also reduced

after treatment with an SP antagonist (Lundberg ef a/. 1983). ln addition, SP

induced neuroinflammation has been implicated in ischemic injury models. Post

ischemic blockade of neurokinin receptors inhibited vascular permeability,

neutrophil recruitment, intestinal hemorrhage and neutropenia following ischemia

and reperfusion of the superior mesenteric artery in the rat (Souza et a|.2002).

1.3.4 SP in inflam within the CNS

1.3.4.1 SP in perivascular nerve fibers

i. Cerebrovascular innervation

- Distribution of cerebrovascular inneruation

Numerous studies over the past three and a half centuries have described the

presence of nerve fibers intimately surrounding blood vessels of the cerebral

circulation (Willis 1664, Benedikt 1874, Aronson 1890, Hassin 1929, Purves 1972,

Edvinsson 1975). These perivascular fibers were initially demonstrated around

extraparenchymal arteries, and were later shown to invest the pial vessels and
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enter with them into the substance of the brain to surround the intracortical

arterioles and veins (Penfield 1932). The number of fibers innervating a given

vessel was observed to correlate with the diameter of the vessel regardless of

which lobe of the brain it was located in (Humphreys 1939).

- Pathways of cerebrovascular inneruation

Extensive research has been carried out to trace the course of these perivascular

nerves from the origins of their pathways in the central nervous system. This has

led to the distinction of two classes of perivascular nerves depending on the

course they run after their origin from the CNS (Goadsby & Edvinsson 2002).

One class, known collectively as the extrinsic system, comprises neural

pathways that arise in the CNS and then emerge from the CNS to course in

peripheral nerves before returning to the brain to innervate its blood vessels.

Thus, these pathways physically arise and terminate in the CNS but, in the

intermediate portion of their course, run for some distance in the peripheral

nervous system. Fibers of this extrinsic system can be further classified into

somatic, sympathetic and parasympathetic fibers (Atalay et al. 2002). The other

class of cerebral perivascular nerves, which form the intrinsic system, remain

within the CNS throughout the entire length of their course from their origin to

their termination.
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L lntrinsic system

Fibers of this intrinsic system are subdivided according to their site of origin

in the CNS which can be in either the medulla (dorsal medullary reticular

formation (Reis 1982) and rostroventrolateral medulla (Undenruood 1992),

pons (locus ceruleus (Raichle et al. 1976) and parabrachial nuclei

(Mraovitch et al. 1985), midbrain (dorsal raphe nucleus (Edvinsson et al.

1983b)), cerebellum (fastigial nucleus (Nakai et al. 1983)) or forebrain

(basal forebrain (Arneric 1989) and centromedian parafascicular thalamus

(Mraovitch et al. 1986)).

2. Extrinsic system

a Sympathetic nerves

The origin of the postganglionic fibers has been traced to the superior

cervical sympathetic ganglion (Purves 1972). These fibers are the

main source of noradrenergic innervation only to the extraparenchymal

cerebral vessels whereas the noradrenergic fibers that supply the

intraparenchymal vessels are believed to arise mainly from the locus

ceruleus in the pons (part of the intrinsic system) (Cohen et al. 1997).
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As for its functional role, the sympathetic innervation is vasoconstrictor

to cerebral arteries and arterioles (Auer et al. 1981, Busija et al. 1985)

and is thought to play a role in the autoregulation of cerebral blood flow

(Bill & Linder 1976, Edvinsson et al. 1976, Edvinsson et al. 1985,

Goadsby & Edvinsson 1993).

b. Parasympathetic nerves

This pathway has been demonstrated to arise from the superior

salivatory nucleus, which is the parasympathetic nucleus of the facial

nerve, in the pons (Chorobski & Penfield 1932). The preganglionic

fibers run mainly in the greater superficial petrosal nerve (a branch of

the facial nerve) and relay in the sphenopalatine and otic ganglia from

which the postganglionic fibers emerge to supply the cerebral vessels

(Walters et al. 1986).

Concerning its function, although the parasympathetic system has

been shown experimentally to mediate a strong vasodilator effect on

the cerebral vasculature, it does not seem to play a role in the

autoregulation of cerebral blood flow (Forbes ef al. 1937, Linder 1981).

Thus, it does not take part in increasing local blood flow in response to

changes in perfusion pressure or in response to hypoxia or

hypercapnia (Hoff et a\.1977). Rather, this system might be significant
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in the emergency reaction of the cerebral circulation to hazards such

as ischemia (Goadsby ef a/. 1991). This is concordant with the fact

that its vasodilatory effect produces an increase in blood flow that is

unrelated to metabolic demand (Goadsby 1989).

c. Somatic nerves

The somatic component of the extrinsic system is entirely conducted

through fibers of the trigeminal nerve. Thus, it is commonly referred to

as the trigeminovascular system. lt is this component of the

cerebrovascular innervation that contains SP. The trigeminovascular

system is described in greater detail in the following section.

ii. The trigeminovascular system

- Anatomical pathway and released neurotransmitters

The fibers of the trigeminovascular system are, in strict anatomical classification,

afferent fibers. This means that these nerves should theoretically conduct nerve

impulses from their peripheral terminal endings towards the CNS, and indeed

they have been shown to transmit pain sensation from the dura mater and cranial

vessels (Hüber 1899, Penfield 1932, Penfield 1934, Penfield & McNaughton

1940, Feindel et at. 1960). Therefore, it is somewhat of a peculiarity that the
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peripheral endings of these fibers release transmitter molecules that are initially

transported from the nerve cell body along the axon in a direction opposite to that

of nerve signal conduction. The first order neurons of this pathway are bipolar

neurons. The peripheral process of the neuron can be traced back from its

endings (around cerebral vessels) traveling through the ophthalmic division of the

trigeminal nerve to the cell body located in the trigeminal ganglion (Mayberg ef a/.

1981, Liu-Chen et al. 1983a, Liu-Chen et al. 1983b, Mayberg et al. 1984). From

the cell body, the central process of the neuron passes to the ipsilateral spinal

nucleus of the trigeminal nerve (located mostly in the medulla oblongata) where it

synapses with the cell body of the second order neuron (Goadsby & Hoskin

1997). Axons of second order neurons leave the spinal nucleus, cross to the

opposite side and ascend as part of the trigeminal lemniscus to relay in the

posteromedial ventral nucleus of the thalamus. From here, third order neurons

proceed to the sensory area in the postcentral gyrus of the cerebral cortex. This

pathway applies to all trigeminovascular innervation with the exception of the

innervation of the vessels caudal to the circle of Willis (Arbab ef a/. 1983). ln

these latter pathways, the first order neurons have their cell bodies in the dorsal

root ganglia of the upper cervical spinal nerves. Nevertheless, the central

processes of these neurons still relay in the spinal trigeminal nucleus and, from

there onwards, this pathway joins the general trigeminovascular pathway to the

cerebral cortex.
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The perivascular endings of trigeminovascular fibers contain several

neurotransmitters including SP (Edvinsson et al. 1989) as well as another

neuropeptide that has been implicated in the inflammatory process: calcitonin

gene-related peptide (CGRP) (Uddman et al. 1985, McCulloch et al. 1986).

CGRP is briefly reviewed later in this section.

- F unctional significance

Two types of studies have helped clarify the functional significance of the

trigeminovascular system: lesioning studies and stimulation studies.

Lesioning sfudies

Lesioning of the trigeminal ganglion has no effect on resting

cerebrovascular caliber (Edvinsson et al. 1986) nor does it impair the

normal responsiveness of the cerebral circulation to stimuli such as

hypercapnia (Moskowilz et al. 1988). However, the trigeminovascular

system has been shown to mediate an important protective mechanism

known as the trigeminovascular reflex (Edvinsson et al. 1986, McCulloch

et al. 1986). This reflex involves the rapid restoration of normal vascular

caliber within 1-2min following vasoconstriction such as occurs in the

setting of subarachnoid hemorrhage (Edvinsson ef a/. 1990, Juul ef a/.
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1990). Among the trigeminovascular transmitters, CGRP was identified

as the major mediator of this reflex.

Stimulation sfudles

Experimental stimulation of the trigeminal ganglion produced vasodilation

of both intracranial vessels (accompanied by increased cerebral blood

flow) and extracranial vessels of the head (accompanied by cutaneous

flushing, increased skin temperature and capillary pulsation) (Oka 1950,

Sweet & Wepsic 1974, Onofrio 1975, Drummond et al. 1983). The

cutaneous effects of trigeminal ganglion stimulation were accompanied by

an increased level of the trigeminovascular transmitters SP and CGRP in

blood from the ipsilateral external jugular vein but not in the peripheral

circulation (Goadsby et al. 1988). lt is worth noting that, in the cat,

unilateral trigeminal ganglion stimulation increased blood flow bilaterally in

the frontal and parietal cortical gray matter but not in the occipital cortex

nor in the white matter, deep cerebral nuclei or brainstem. Surprisingly,

these changes were demonstrated to be entirely mediated by the facial

nerve, the sectioning of which totally abolished the effect of trigeminal

ganglion stimulation on cortical blood flow (Goadsby & Duckworth 1987).

The involvement of the facial nerve gives rise to an interesting issue which

is discussed in the following paragraph.
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Distinction between orthodromic and antidromic effects

When examining the effect of stimulation of the trigeminovascular system,

an important distinction should be made. This is because the resultant

vascular response might not only be due to direct release of transmitters

from the peripheral endings of the trigeminal fibers, but they might also be

a result of traveling of the nerve impulse through the trigeminal pathway in

the afferent direction towards the CNS. These afferent trigeminal fibers

represent the afferent limb of a reflex whose efferent limb returns to the

cerebral circulation through the parasympathetic facial nerve fibers

described earlier (Hoff ef al. 1977). Thus, experimental stimulation of the

trigeminal ganglion results in vascular effects that are due to:

l. conduction of nerve impulses along the central processes of the

bipolar neurons in the normal afferent direction (orthodromic effect)

subsequently activating the parasympathetic efferent fibers; and also

due to

2. release of transmitters from the terminal endings of the peripheral

processes of the bipolar neurons which is opposite to the direction of

conduction of afferent nerve impulses along the fibers (antidromic

effect).
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ln experiments that stimulated the trigeminal ganglion, distinguishing

between the orthodromic and antidromic vascular effects was achieved by

abolishing the orthodromic pathway. This was through sectioning the

trigeminal root (afferent part of the reflex) or sectioning the greater

superficial petrosal branch of the facial nerve (efferent part of the reflex).

After this procedure, the effect of trigeminal ganglion stimulation was

diminished to 20% of normal. This suggests that antidromic release of

trigeminovascular transmitters is responsible for a portion of the

vasodilatory response at least in the extracranial vessels. Experimental

data from both animals and humans points towards CGRP as the main

mediator of this vasodilation (Jansen et al. 1990, Edvinsson ef a/. 1995

Jansen-Olesen ef a/. 1996).

iii. The neuropeptide calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)

CGRP is a 37 amino acid neuropeptide thatwas first identified in 1982 byAmara

and co-workers (Amara et al. 1982). lt derives its name from the fact that it is

synthesized by alternative splicing from the primary transcript of same gene that

encodes the hormone calcitonin (McCulloch ef a/. 1986, Jansen-Olesen ef a/.

1ee6).

CGRP is widely distributed in the nervous system. Nerve cell bodies and nerve

fibers were demonstrated to contain CGRP in the trigeminal and dorsal root
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ganglia (Uddman et al. 1986). With regard to the cerebrovascular innervation,

CGRP is located in trigeminovascular nerve fibers associated with the arterial

side of the circulation. This was shown in the anterior, middle and posterior

cerebral arteries, the vertebral and basilar arteries, and also the pial and

meningeal arterioles (Edvinsson et a\.1987, McCulloch et al. 1986, Moreno et al.

2002).

The actions of CGRP are mediated by binding to specific receptors that are

present in many tissues including the brain (Aiyar et al. 1994, Wimalawansa & El-

Kholy 1993). These receptors have been classified in vitro based on their

varying affinities for peptide antagonists. However, the reliability of these

classifications has been challenged due to the artificial settings of the

experiments (Waugh ef a/. 1999). Molecular biology techniques suggest that the

proper function of CGRP receptors requires the co-expression of three

membrane protein complexes but the relationship of these molecules is not fully

understood (Luebke et al. 1996, Chu et a\.2001, Moreno et a|.2002).

The biological actions of CGRP include inhibition of gastric secretion, increasing

heart rate and the modulation of blood pressure and body temperature (Dennis ef

at. 1990, Aiyar et al. 1994). lts most significant action on the cerebral

vasculature, however, as a result of its release from trigeminovascular nerve

fibers, is vasodilation (Doods ef a/. 2000).
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- Distinction between roles of CGRP and SP in neurogenic inflammation

The vascular action of CGRP differs from that of SP in several respects. Rather

than acting on the endothelium, CGRP exerts its vasodilatory action through an

effect on vascular smooth muscle (Sams ef a/. 2000). This concords with the

facts that CGRP-immunoreactive perivascular nerve fibers are located in the

vascular adventita and adventitial-medial border (McCulloch et al.1986, Jansen-

Olesen et at. 1996). Another contrast with SP is that CGRP does not dilate the

venous side of the cerebral circulation (Edvinsson ef a/. 1986).

Research on spinal afferent nerves suggests that the vasodilation component of

neurogenic inflammation is mediated mainly by CGRP while the role of SP is

primarily related to the changes in vascular permeability and the edema

associated with neurogenic inflammation (Brain 1997). The situation might be

similar in the case of trigminovascular fibers, where vasodilation also appears to

be largely due to CGRP (Edvinsson et al. 1982, Mejia et al. 1988, Stubbs et al.

1992, Edvinsson et al. 1995, Escoltet al. 1995). Thus, in cerebral infarction and

contusion, SP might be involved in the alteration of BBB permeability and the

formation of cerebral edema while CGRP might not play a role in these

processes.
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iv. SP in cerebral ischemia and TBI

The evidence above points towards the potential significance of SP as a

modulator of the inflammatory reaction in the brain (Catalan ef a/. 1989, Kennedy

et al. 1997,2003). This is especially relevant in the setting of ischemic brain

injury (Stumm et al. 2001, Yu ef al. 1997) and traumatic brain injury (Nimmo ef a/.

2004). This section reviews the few studies that have been conducted to date in

this area.

- Cerebral ischemia

As mentioned earlier, SP-induced inflammation has been implicated in models of

ischemic injury outside the CNS (Souza et a|.2002). ln a rat model of cerebral

ischemia, the use of an NK1 receptor antagonist reduced infarct volume after

focal ischaemia (Yu et al. 1997). This suggested a role for SP in exacerbating

ischemic damage. However, despite this positive finding, no similar studies have

since been published in this area. Another study demonstrated increased SP

immunoreactivity in gamma-aminobutyric acidergic (GABAergic) interneurons

around regions of infarction and transient expression of SP immunoreactivity in

cerebrovenular endothelium (Stumm et a\.2001). More recently, in human cases

of both transient ischemic attack and completed stroke, serum levels of SP were

found to be significantly elevated compared to controls (Bruno et al.2003). The

results of these studies collectively suggest that SP is involved in the progressive

damage associated with the pathology of cerebral ischemia. Further
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investigation is warranted in order to provide a better understanding of the exact

role of SP and to explore possible targets of pharmacological intervention.

- TBI

Several published studies have investigated the role of classical inflammation in

the formation of edema associated with TBI (Stahel et al. 1998, Lenzlinger ef a/.

2001, Besson et a\.2005). However, only one published study to date has

examined the role of neurogenic inflammation in the setting of TBI (Nimmo ef a/.

2004). This study showed that the administration of capsaicin before TBl, which

depletes the neuropeptide content of trigeminovascular fibers, significantly

reduced edema formation and the development of motor and cognitive deficits.

Yet, although this study demonstrated a role for neuropeptides in cerebral edema

associated with TBl, it did not identify the particular neuropeptide responsible for

this role. Unpublished work in our laboratory ffink 2006) has recently

demonstrated an almost complete resolution of edema in a rat model of TBI

following the administration of an NK1 receptor antagonist. This implies that,

among the many vasoactive mediators of inflammation, SP might play a central

role in the production of edema in TBl. Further work is required to characterize

the exact involvement of SP and to explore any potential therapeutic strategies.
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1.3.4.2 SP in other cells

Apart from nerve fibers, several other cell types have been implicated in SP-

mediated inflammation such as endothelial cells, astrocytes and microglia.

ln addition to expressing the NK1 receptor, endothelial cells contain and release

SP itself (Linnik & Moskowitz 1989, Gorelova et al. 1996, Cioni et al. 1998).

Thus, the endothelial cells may have a capacity for autocrine stimulation (Brain

1997, Catalan et al. 1989, Annunziataet al. 1998, Stumm et a\.2001). ln vitro

studies have shown that inflammatory mediators such as the cytokines

interleukin-1P (lL-lP) and tumor necrosis factor-ø (TNFø) induce endothelial cells

cultured from the rat brain to release SP (Catalan et al. 1989). Another stimulus,

human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HlV-1) envelope protein 9p120, not only

induced the cultured cells to release SP, but also increased their permeability to

albumin. This effect on permeability appeared to be SP-mediated because it was

abolished by a SP antagonist and by SP antibodies (Annunziata et al. 1998).

More recently, in vitro studies on endothelium stimulation have demonstrated that

SP released from the cerebral endothelium mediated an increase in BBB

permeability, an upregulation of major histocompatibility complex-ll (MHC-ll)

molecules and an increased expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-1

(ICAM-1). Furthermore, SP antagonists neutralized all these inflammatory

effects and also prevented the associated changes in cellular morphology

(Annunziata et al. 2002).
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Experimental evidence shows that SP can also be synthesized by astrocytes

(Too ef al. 1994) and microglia (Lai et al. 2000). lnasmuch as these two cell

types can also express NK1 receptors, they might be involved in a local autocrine

and paracrine loops as well. lndeed, in vitro studies demonstrated that SP

stimulated astrocytes to produce lL-1 (Martin et al. 1992) and stimulated

macrophages to produce lL-12 (Kincy-Cain & Bost 1997).

1.4 Hvpothes¡s and aims

Hvpothesis

Substance P (SP) plays a role in the cerebral edema associated with cerebral

infarction and contusion and damage to SP-containing perivascular nerve fibers

is involved in this process.

Aims

For each of four groups (rat infarcts, rat contusions, human infarcts and

human contusions) the core and margin of the lesion will be examined at

several timepoints to:
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1. Characterize and correlate SP-immunoreactivity (SP-lR) and albumin-lR

using extravascular albumin-lR as a marker for vasogenic edema.

2. ldentify damaged perivascular SP nerve fibers using SP-lR and amyloid

precursor protein (APP) immunohistochemistry as a marker for damaged

AXONS

To identify any differences and/or similarities that may exist between

contusions and infarcts and between human and animal tissue as determined

by addressing the previously mentioned aims.
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Chapter 2

METHODOLOGY
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2.1 Rat pathol ical models

Two experimental models were used in this study: the rat model of middle

cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) and the rat model of lateral fluid percussion

injury (FPl).

2.1.1 Animals used an ethics aooroval

All animal experiments in this project were performed within the guidelines

of the National Health and Medical Research Council (NH&MRC) and were

approved by the animal ethics committees of the University of Adelaide and

the lnstitute of Medical and Veterinary Science (39/04 and 37104). Adult

male Sprague-Dawley rats (weighing 265-2959 for MCAO and 400-5009 for

FPI) were used. The animals were group-housed in a conventional rodent

room on a 12h day-night cycle and provided with a standard diet of rodent

pellets and water ad libitum. A summary of the experimental animals used in

each model is provided in tables 2.1 and 2.2.
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Table 2.1: Animals used in MCAO model

Group
Post-occlusior
survivaltime

Number of
animals

pMCAO

5h 1

7h 1

24h 2

26h 1

rMGAO
2+5h 4

2+24h 3

Sham N/A 4

Naive N/A 4

N/A: not applicable; pMCAO: permanent middle cerebral artery
occlusion; rMCAO: reperfused middle cereþral artery occlusion

Table 2.2: Animals used in FPI model

N/A: not applicable; FPI: fluid percussion injury

Group
Post-injury

survival time
Number of

animals

FPI

30 min 3

5h 3

1d 3

2d 1

3d I

Sham N/A 4

Naive N/A 4
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2.1.2 Descriotion the models

2.'1.2.1 Middlecerebral occlusion model

i. Selection of the model

This rat model of focal cerebral ischemia (Zea Longa et al. 1989) was chosen

because it allows the production of both reperfused and non-reperfused lesions

in the territory of the middle cerebral artery (MCA). Producing lesions in this

particular part of the brain allowed for a direct comparison with tissue obtained

from the rat model of lateral fluid percussion injury, described later in this section,

which produces a contusion in the same anatomical region of the rat brain.

Furthermore, these two models allowed for a direct comparison with the human

infarct and contusion tissue used in this study which was generally situated, as

described later in this section, in the human MCA territory. This is an advantage

of using rat tissue because the anatomical distribution of the MCA in rats is

analogous to that in humans (Coyle 1975).

ii. Basic principle

The basic principle of the procedure is blocking blood flow into the MCA by

occluding the lumen of the artery at its origin from the internal carotid artery

(lCA). The lumen is blocked using a 4-0 intraluminal nylon suture that is

introduced into the ICA in the neck and advanced distally through its lumen to
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occlude the origin of the MCA. ln addition, collateral blood flow to the MCA

territory is reduced by ligation or cautery of all branches of the external carotid

artery (ECA) and all extracranial branches of the lCA.

iii. Procedure

- Preparation of nylon sufures

Nylon monofilament sutures (4-0 Nylon, Dynek #405) were straightened by

mild heating using an electrocautery unit. The tip of each straightened suture

was rounded in a flame. Then, the sutures were coated with poly-L-lysine

(Sigma; mw = 70 000-150 000; 1mg/mL) and dried at 60'C for t hr.

- Pre-operative care and anesthesia

Each animal to be operated on was fasted the night before the operation and

then, during the next 12hr light cycle, removed from the rodent room and

placed in an anesthesia induction box. General anesthesia was induced by

inhalation of 3o/o Halothane (1.5l/min oxygen). An endotracheal tube (Norton,

USA) was then inserted using direct laryngoscopy and position was confirmed

by equal bilateral chest expansion. Mechanical ventilation (95-100

breaths/min, tidal volume 2ml) was initiated using a Harvard rodent ventilator.

1.5-2% Halothane was used to maintain anesthesia (1Llmin oxygen ratio). As

soon as the paw reflex elicited no response, the animal was placed in the
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supine position on a heating pad (37'C). The neck was shaved using electric

clippers and 70o/o alcohol was used to swab the area.

- Surgical procedure for occluding the MCA

Under the operating microscope, an incision was made in the neck to the left

of the midline. Blunt dissection of the superficial connective tissue and

retraction of the muscles exposed the common carotid artery (CCA) at the

level of its bifurcation into the ECA and lCA. The branches of the ECA were

cauterized - reducing the ECA to a stump - and the pterygopalatine artery, an

extracranial branch of the lCA, was ligated. An arterial clamp was then placed

on the CCA and an incision was made in the ECA stump to insert the nylon

suture. The ECA stump was mobilized such that it no longer formed an angle

with the ICA and such that both vessels formed a straight line passing through

the carotid bifurcation. The tip of the previously prepared nylon suture was

then advanced through the ECA into the lCA. The tip was advanced further

into the ICA to a distance of 17mm from the origin of the ECA (marked on the

thread with Papermate liquid paper) or until resistance was encountered. This

indicated that the suture had occluded the origin of the MCA. The suture was

then held in place by ligation of the ECA and removal of the arterial clamp. A

length of nylon suture was left protruding from the stump of the ECA so that it

could be withdrawn at later timepoint to allow reperfusion if desired. Finally,

Lignocaine was applied to the field and the surgical wound was closed using

wound clips (9mm Autoclip wound clips, Becton Dickinson).
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- Sham procedure

The same procedure as described above was performed on sham animals

with the exception of advancing the thread into the lCA.

- Post-operative care and monitoring

The animal was weaned off mechanical ventilation and left on the heating pad

till recovery from anesthesia. Before full recovery from anesthesia, the animal

was injected with saline (5ml subcutaneously) to prevent post-stroke

dehydration. Once awake, the animal was moved to the cooling box. The

animal was then monitored for an increase in temperature and for clockwise

circling (as a sign of right hemiparesis) which both typically occur with this

model. From this stage onwards, the protocol differed according to which

group of study the animal belonged to. The procedure for animals belonging

to the reperfused MCAO (TMCAO) is discussed in the next paragraph. Each

animal in the permanent MCAO (pMCAO) group was left for the specified

post-occlusion survival time without further surgery and provided with rodent

pellets and water ad libitum. For animals in both the pMCAO and rMCAO

groups, several post-occlusion survival times were chosen - as detailed in

table 2.1 - to allow comparative histological analysis of neuropeptide expression

and edema at various timepoints following arterial occlusion.
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- Surgical procedure for reversing the MCA occlusion

Each animal belonging to the reperfused MCAO (TMCAO) group was once

again anesthetized as detailed above within the second hour post-occlusion.

The wound was re-opened by removing the wound clips and the carotid

arteries were exposed as described earlier. At exactly 2h post-occlusion,

reperfusion was initiated by withdrawing the nylon suture from the MCA into

the lCA. As described above, the wound was then closed and the animal was

allowed to recover from anesthesia upon which it was returned to the cooling

box.

2.1.2.2 Lateral fluid percussion iniurv model

i. Selection of the model

This rat model of lateral fluid percussion injury (FPl) (Mclntosh et al. 1989) was

chosen because it produces a focal lesion large enough to be differentiated into

several pathological zones on histological examination. ln addition, the resulting

lesion occurs in the MCA territory which provided a common anatomical

background against which the pathological changes could be compared with

those resulting from the previously described rat model of MCAO. Also, the use

of this model allowed for a more direct comparison with the human pathological

tissue used in this study which was generally situated, as described later in this

section, in the human MCA territory.
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ii. Basic principle

The basic principle of this model is to generate a reproducible localized contusion

on the surface of the cerebrum by applying a constant force onto a constant

surface area of cerebral tissue. This is achieved by injecting a given volume of

saline under a constant pressure onto a given area of dura mater. The area of

dura mater is defined by the area of overlying skull bone that is removed to

expose it.

iii. Fluid percussion injury device

A device specifically designed (Biomedical Engineering, University of Virginia,

USA) for inducing this injury was used. As shown in figure 2.1, the device

consisted of a pendulum, a horizontal fluid column and a distal outflow nozzle.

The horizontal column was completely filled with normal saline and it was

ensured before every usage that there were no air bubbles in the fluid. When the

pendulum is released, it swings down (from an adjustable preset height) under

the effect of gravity to strike the piston at the proximal end of the horizontal fluid

column. The pressure of the impact is transmitted through the horizontal fluid

column such that a certain amount of saline is driven out of the distal outflow

nozzle. The saline is forced directly onto the exposed dura mater of the rat.
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Figure 2.1: Fluid percussion injury device
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iv. Procedure

- Pre-operative care and anesthesia

The steps of this procedure are depicted in figure 2.2. Each animal was taken

from the rodent room and general anesthesia was induced as described with the

MCAO model. As soon as the paw reflex was lost, the animal was removed from

the induction box and placed prone on a 37'C heat pad. Halothane anesthesia

was promptly maintained using a nose cone without endotracheal intubation or

mechanical ventilation. The scalp was shaved and local anesthesia was induced

in this area by infiltrating 0.5 ml of Lignocaine.

- Surgical procedure for craniotomy

A midline incision was made in the scalp and the edges were retracted to expose

the sagittal, coronal and lambdoid sutures of the skull. At a point exactly midway

between the coronal and lambdoid sutures and 2mm to the left of the sagittal

suture, a bur hole (5mm diameter) was drilled using an electric high-speed

microdrill (Fine Science Tools lnc., Vancouver, Ca.) with a 5mm craniotomy drill

bit (Fine Science Tools lnc., Vancouver, Ca.). Care was taken during drilling in

order to expose the dura mater without breaching it.

- Sham procedure

The sham animals unden¡vent the same details of the craniotomy procedure.

However, upon exposure of the dura mater, the scalp wound was immediately

closed using surgical wound clips.
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- Connection of the animal to the FPI device

After exposing the dura, each of the animals to be injured undenruent the

following procedures. A plastic Luer-Loc connector (5mm diameter) was then

fitted snugly onto the edges of the bur hole using cyanoacrylate adhesive and

fixed in position using quick drying dental cement (Glass lonomer Luting Cement,

3M ESPE Ketac Cem ¡t, Seefeld, Ge.). Once the dental cement was dry, normal

saline was instilled into the Luer-Loc such that it contained no air bubbles. The

animal was then disconnected from the nose cone and the Luer-Loc was

connected to the distal outflow nozzle of the fluid percussion device.
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Figure 2.2: Steps of the lateral fluid percussion injury procedure
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- Delivery of the impact

The device was tested immediately before each usage to ensure that it would

function properly when the rat was connected. The impact was delivered by

means of releasing the pendulum, which had been preset to exert a pressure of

2.7 atmospheres.

- Post-operative care and monitoring

lmmediately following the impact, the animal was returned to the heating pad and

examined to detect the cessation of spontaneous ventilatory effort. The

occurrence of apnea was typical following the impact and resuscitation was

performed using a manual pump connected to the nose of the rat. When

spontaneous ventilation resumed, the Luer-Loc connector was detached from the

skull and the scalp wound was closed with surgical wound clips (9mm Autoclip

wound clips, Becton Dickinson). The animal was left on the heating pad until it

recovered from anesthesia. The animal was subsequently monitored for right

hemiparesis as manifested by clockwise circling. After the impact, the injured

animals were isolated from the uninjured animals, returned to conventional

rodent room housing on a 12hr day-night cycle and provided with rodent pellets

and water ad libitum. Each injured animal was subsequently sacrificed after the

specified post-injury survival time. As detailed in table 2.2, several post-injury

survival times were chosen to allow comparative histological analysis of

neuropeptide expression and edema at various timepoints following the injury.
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2.1.3 Brain fixation and extraction

At the time of sacrifice, each animal was anesthetized with halothane as

previously described and the anesthesia was maintained via a nose cone.

The animal was placed in the supine position and a transverse incision was

made in the upper abdomen to expose the undersurface of the diaphragm.

This was followed by an incision in the diaphragm to expose the thoracic

cavity and allow rapid access to the heart. A blunt 9-gauge needle was

inserted into the ascending aorta and the right atrium was incised. Through

the needle, the animal was given 5000 lU/mL of heparin and then transcardial

perfusion of 10o/o formal-buffered saline (FBS) was commenced. After

perfusion, decapitation and extraction of the brain from the skull were delayed

by t hour to allow the brain to become firmer and thus make its extraction

easier. Following extraction, the brain was kept in 10% FBS for 7 days before

being processed for histological examination.

2.1.4 Tissue processinq

Following fixation, the whole brain was placed into the concavity of a rat brain

blocker (PA 00145 0-6009m type, David Kopf lnstruments, Tujunga, California,

USA). Razor blades were used to coronally section serial tissue blocks at 2mm

intervals from the rostral to the caudal end of the brain. Each block was placed

in a tissue cassette labeled to indicate the position of the block and was

impregnated with wax overnight. This standardized procedure allowed the

precise identification of anatomical location in any section from any rat using a
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stereotactic rat brain atlas (Paxinos et al. 1998). Furthermore, the accumulation

of these standardized tissue blocks has formed a rat 'brain bank' from which

more tissue can be taken for future studies. Following overnight processing,

each block was embedded in paraffin wax and sectioned, using the rotary

microtome, into serial sections, each 5p thick, as required for staining.

2.1.5 Staininq m s: hematoxvlin and n fH&E) and
immunohis chemistrv

1. Each tissue section was stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and

stained immunohistochemically for SP, albumin, APP, NK1 and CGRP. ln

addition, for examination with laser scanning confocal microscopy,

selected tissue was immunostained for glial fibrillary acidic protein

(GFAP). Staining for the neuropeptides SP and CGRP was intended to

characterize their relationship with cerebral edema. This was assisted by

staining for the SP receptor, NK1. Staining for the CGRP receptor was

not possible due to the unavailability - at the time of conducting the

experiment - of a specific antibody that could be applied to formalin-fixed

paraffin-embedded tissue. Staining for extravascular albumin is well-

established as a marker of edema in studies of the BBB (Nakala et al.

1995). lmmunostaining for APP is a sensitive method for detecting

axoplasmic flow impairment (Blumbergs ef a/. 1995) and was used to

identify injured perivascular nerve fibers. GFAP is well-established marker

for astrocytes (Eng et al. 2000). Routine H&E staining was used to

identify general cellular pathology and provide a frame of reference
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against which the observations from the other staining methods could be

assessed.

Details of the procedures for H&E staining and immunohistochemical staining as

well as details of the primary antibodies and fluorophores used are indicated in

appendices 1 and 2. To avoid the confounding effect of technique-dependent

variability in immunostaining, all tissues to be compared were stained in the one

session. As a standard procedure, each session of staining included - for each

antibody - standard control tissue of known lR that was processed with and

without the primary antibody to serve as a positive and negative control

respectively.

2.1.6 Tissue selection and m¡croscoþ¡c analvs¡s

Regions of particular interest in brains were the cortex and subcortical white

matter in the MCA territory. As previously described, this was the location of the

lesions produced by both the MCAO model and FPI model. This allowed for

comparative analysis of both pathologies against a common anatomical

background. This also allowed for a more direct comparison with the human

pathological tissue used in this study which was generally situated, as described

later in this section, in the human MCA territory. All tissue was examined under a

light microscope with a camera attachment (Olympus DP-12, Japan). Selected

tissue was examined using a laser scanning confocal microscope (BioRad

Microscience Ltd., UK) equipped with three lasers, Argon ion 488nm (14mW);
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Green HeNe 543nm (1.5mW); Red Diode 637nm (smw) outputs and Olympus

lX70 inverted microscope. The objective used was a 10-60x universal positive

low APO chromatic (UPLAPO) with numerical aperture (NA)=1.4 oil. lmages

were analyzed using Confocal Assistant software (Todd Clark Brelje, USA).

2.2 Human patho loqical tissue

2.2.1 Case selection

2.2.1.1 Pathol oq tissue

Post mortem tissue was selected from the archives of the lnstitute of Medical and

Veterinary Science (IMVS), Adelaide, South Australia. The material was

obtained from cases of fatal cerebral infarction (n=9) and cerebral contusion

(n=8). An effort was made to select lesions that involved the MCA territory. This

allowed the comparison of pathological features between the lesions against a

common anatomical background. This also allowed a more direct comparison

with the animal lesions used in this study which, as mentioned earlier, involved

the rat MCA territory. This is an advantage of using rat tissue because the

anatomical distribution of the MCA in rats is analogous to that in humans (Coyle

1975). Also, cases were selected from various age groups and from both

genders to minimize any possible effect of age and sex on the results. ln

addition, a wide distribution of post-insult survival times was selected to allow
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comparative histological analysis of neuropeptide expression and edema at

various timepoints following the injury.

An inherent limitation of using human tissue is that the pathological changes

often do not only reflect the investigated pathological conditions. ln many cases,

the histological features of the tissue are affected by treatment received before

death, by co-existing pathological conditions and by complications of the initial

lesion. To minimize this effect as much as possible, the selection of cases was

based on an examination of both histopathological reports and clinical records.

Furthermore, any unavoidable confounding factors were indicated in the results

section.

2.2.1.2 Control tissue

Control tissue was selected from the IMVS archives. Tissue was obtained from

a cohort of cases (n=10) of known past medical history in which the post mortem

neuropathological examination had detected no abnormality. Examination of

clinical data allowed selection of cases with illnesses unrelated to cerebral

edema, cerebral infarction or cerebral contusion. Furthermore, in order to avoid

a possible relationship between a particular cause of death and any of the

studied molecules, control tissue was obtained from a range of cases with a

variety of fatal conditions (indicated in the results section). These cases were

further classified according to cause of death into two groups. ln one group the

cause of death was neurological (sudden unexplained death from epilepsy,
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SUDEP) (N=4) and in the other the causes of death were several non-

neurological conditions (N=6). The cases represented various age groups and

both genders. Also, the examined tissue was obtained from the MCA territory for

direct anatomical comparison with pathological tissue.

2.2.2 Staininq methods: H&E and lmmu noh ¡stochemistrv

Paraffin-embedded tissue blocks from the tissue archives were sectioned using

the rotary microtome to produce serial sections, each 5trt thick. The sections

were stained as described above for the rat tissue.

2.2.3 Microscooic analvsis of tissue

This was the same as mentioned earlier for the rat tissue

2.3 Descriptive terminoloov

The description of certain histological features of the examined tissue required

the use of specific terms and ranking systems. An explanation of this

terminology is given below.

2.3.1 Defininq the different zones of lesions

Both pathological processes - infarction and contusion - were associated with

lesions that could be differentiated into two distinct zones. Each lesion consisted

of a central mass of damaged tissue termed the core (either ischemic area or

contusion) surrounded by a rim of less affected tissue termed the margin (Figure

2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Zonal character of infarct (A) and contusion (B) in rat
ceiebrum. Each lesion consists of a core (C) surrounded by a margin

(M) of better-preserved tissue. (H&E staining, x40)
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2.3.2 Mo roholoqical tvpes of neuronal damaqe

H&E staining was used to identify several types of neuronal damage (Auer ef a/.

2002, Graeber et a|.2002):

1. Red cell (acute ischemic cell) change: This describes intense cytoplasmic

eosinophilia often associated with a shrunken, triangular nucleus. lt is

commonly associated with neuronal ischemia and is believed to represent

irreversible neuronal damage.

2. Dark cell change: This refers to a purple appearance of the cytoplasm due

to affinity for both acidic and basic dyes. The dendrites often acquire a

characteristic corkscrew appearance which aids in differentiating dark cell

change from the red cell change mentioned above. Dark cell change is

also commonly encountered in neuronal ischemia but, contrary to red cell

change, is believed to represent reversible neuronal damage. These two

tinctorial changes are thought to represent the opposite ends of a

continuum along which cells may progress from reversible to irreversible

damage. However, the credibility of dark cell change as a marker of

reversible injury is confounded by the fact that it is also known to occur as

an artefact in several settings including delayed tissue fixation. This effect

was minimzed in this study by perfusion fixation of experimental animals

and by delaying extraction of the brain from the skull to allow more time for

fixation of the tissue before its manipulation.
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3. Necrosis: This is considered a morphological correlate of cell death. lt

generally refers to cytoplasmic fragmentation with any of several nuclear

alterations (karyolysis, pyknosis and karyorrhexis).

4. Apoptosis (programmed cell death): This is attended by the disintegration

of nuclear material into several apoptotic bodies.

2.3.3 Semi-quantitative qradinq of SP-immunoreactivitv (SP-lRl
and albumin-lR

Histological examination of the tissues revealed different degrees of perivascular

SP-lR and different degrees of extravascular albumin-lR. A semi-quantitative

grading system was used to describe these different degrees of lR (Figures 2.4

and 2.5). For perivascular SP-lR, grading was based on the percentage of the

circumference of a vessel that was surrounded by immunoreactive profiles. The

grade demonstrated by the majority of the vessels in a given area of tissue was

used to represent that area of tissue. For albumin-lR, the grade used to describe

a particular area of tissue was based on the intensity of lR in that area. lt is well

recognized in technical practice that the intensity of immunohistochemical

staining might vary slightly from one staining session to the other. This would

affect the accuracy of the grading system used in his study. Therefore, this

limitation was avoided by staining all the tissue to be compared for each stain -
including both study tissue and control tissue as well as standard tissue of known

immunoreactivity - in one single session.
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Figure 2.4: Semi-quantitative grading of perivascular SP-IR. (A-D:

x400) As indicated in the results tables, the grades are:
0 : not visible (A)
+ : minimal (B); occasional lR profiles
++ : moderate (C); lR profiles around < 25o/o of the circumference of the vessel
+++ : severe (D); lR profiles around > 25o/o of the circumference of the vessel
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Figure 2.5: Semi-quantitative grading of albumin-lR. (A: x200; B and
C: x100) As indicated in the results tables, the grades are:
0 : not visible (A)
P(m) : Present (moderate) (B)
P(s) : Present (severe) (C)
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Chapter 3

RESULTS
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3.1 Perivascular SPJR

ln all the tissue examined in this study, from both rats and humans, perivascular

SP-IR was observed in astrocytic processes and not in nerve fibers (Figures 3.1

and 3.2). On light microscopy, the SP-immunoreactive processes were often

seen along the full length of astrocytic processes extending from the vessel wall

to the astrocytic cell body. One such astrocytic process is presented under high

magnification in Figure 3.1. The astrocytic location of SP-lR was confirmed with

the aid of laser scanning confocal microscopy which demonstrated perfect

colocalization between GFAP-IR and SP-lR. An example of this colocalization is

presented in Figure 3.2. The perivascular astrocytic SP-lR was mainly

concentrated around thin-walled venules.
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GFAP
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3.2 NaTVe (control) rat cerebral tissue

The histological features of naiVe (control) rat cerebral tissue are presented in

Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3.

Table 3.1: NaiVe (control) rat cerebral tissue. Perivascular SP-IR was
normally present in astrocytic processes.

0: notvisible; +: minimal; ++: moderate +++: severe

Rat lD

H&E
Perivascular

SP-IR
AlbuminlR

Perivascular
nerve fiber

APP-IR
Neurons Astrocytes Nerve fiber

IR
Astrocytic

processes lR

N1 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0

N2 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0

N3 normal normal ++ 0 0

N4 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0
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3.3 Patholoqical features of rat cerebral tissue
followinq MGAO

3.3.1 Model mortal and morbiditv

The overall mortality from the MCAO model was 24o/o with the major cause of

death being intracranial hemorrhage due to perforation of the ICA by the

intraluminal suture. All animals suffered right hemiparesis manifested by

clockwise circling.

3.3.2 Sham lcontrol) MCAO

The histological features of rat cerebral tissue following sham (control) MCAO

are presented in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.4.

Table 3.2: Sham (control) MCAO. Perivascular SP-IR was observed in

astrocytic processes.

0: notvisible; +: minimal; ++: moderate +++: severe

Rat lD

H&E
Perivascular

SP-IR
AlbuminlR

Perivascular
nerve fiber

APP-IR
Neurons Astrocytes Nerve fiber lR Astrocytic

processes lR

MCAO-S I normal normal 0 ++ 0

MCAO-S 2 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0

MCAO-S 3 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0

MCAO-S 4 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0
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3.3.3 Permanent MCAO (PMCAOì

The histological features of rat cerebral tissue following pMCAO are presented in

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 and Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

Table 3.3: pMCAO - H&E staining. The later timepoints showed a

sharper demarcation between the ischemic area and its margins and a

loss of astrocytes in the ischemic area.

A: apoptosis; D: dark cell change; D-R: dark to red cell change; N: necrosis

Rat lD
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G
E
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pMCAO I 5hr
D,

fewer
N

swollen 0
ill-defined,

patchy
D swollen 0 0 normal 0

pMCAO 2 7l¡
D

fewer
N

swollen 0
ill-defined

patchy
D-R swollen 0 0 normal 0

pMCAO 3 24ht
D-R,
N,A decreased 0 well-defined D-R normal 0 0 normal 0

pMGAO 4 24hr
D-R,
N.A decreased 0 well-defined D-R normal 0 0 normal 0

pMCAO 5 26hr
D-R,
N,A decreased 0 well-defined D normal 0 0 normal 0
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Table 3.4: pMGAO - immunohistochemical staining. Margins
showed increased perivascular astrocytic SP-lR at all timepoints. ln the
ischemic area, perivascular astrocytic SP-IR was increased at earlier
timepoints and decreased at later timepoints. At all timepoints, albumin-
lR was severe in the ischemic area and moderate in the margins.

0: not visible; +: minimal; ++: moderate; +++: severe; P(m): present (moderate);
P(s): present (severe)

Rat lD
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pMCAO 1 5hr 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0

pMCAO 2 7hr 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0

pMCAO 3 24hr 0 + P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0

pMGAO 4 24hr 0 + P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0

pMCAO 5 26hr 0 + P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0
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Figure 3.6: 24hr post-pMcAO. H&E: H&E staining shows well-defined

demarcation between the ischemic area and its margins (Lt) as well as

neuronal dark to red cell change, necrosis (arrow) and apoptotic bodies

margins respectively (xaO). APP: No APP-IR is seen in association with

the microvasculature in the ischemic area (x400).
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3.3.4 Reperfused MGAO (TMCAOì

The histological features of rat cerebral tissue following rMCAO are presented in

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 and Figures 3.7 and 3.8.

Table 3.5: rMCAO - H&E staining. The later timepoints showed a

sharper demarcation between the ischemic area and its margins.

D. dark cell change; D-R: dark to red cell change; N: necrosis
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D, few N normal 0 ill-defined, patchy D normal n 0 normal 0

rMCAO 2 D. few N normal 0 ill-defined, patchy D-R normal 0 0 normal 0

rMCAO 3 D normal 0 ill-defined, patchy D normal 0 0 normal 0

rMCAO 4 D, few N normal 0 ill-defined, patchy D normal 0 0 normal 0

rMGAO 5
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D-R, few N normal 0 well-defined, patchy D-R normal 0 0 normal 0

rMCAO 6 D-R, few N normal 0 well-defined, patchy D-R normal 0 0 normal 0

rMGAO 7 D-R, few N normal 0 well-defined D-R normal 0 0 normal 0
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Table 3.6: rMGAO - immunohistochemical staining. lncreased
perivascular astrocytic SP-lR was observed in both the ischemic area and
its margins at both timepoints. At both timepoints, albumin-lR was severe
in the ischemic area and moderate in the margins. At the later timepoint,
moderate albumin-lR extended beyond the margins of the ischemic area
into the surrounding cerebral tissue (referred to as "distant area").

0: not visible, +: minimal; ++. moderate; +++: severe; P(m): present (moderate);
P(s): present (severe)
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rMCAO 3 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0
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Figure g.g1 l+24hr post-rMCAO. H&E: H&E staining shows well-

Oelined demarcation between the ischemic area and its margins (Lt) as

well as neuronal dark and red cell change in the ischemic area (Rt) (Lt:

respectively (x40). APP: lntense APP-IR is observed in nerve cell bodies

while no nÞp-tn is seen in association with the microvasculature in the

rschemic area (x400).
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3.4 Patholoq I features of rat cerebral tissue
follow no FPI

3.4.1 Model mortal and morbiditv

The overall mortality from the FPI model was 15% with post-traumatic apnea as

the major cause of death. Post-traumatic apnea was also a common morbidity in

the animals that survived, usually lasting less than 5 minutes.

3.4.2 Gross patholoqical features

The gross pathological features of rat cerebral hemispheres following FPI are

presented in Table 3.7 and Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
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Table 3.7: FPI - Gross pathological features. All rats showed a left
hemispheric contusion with an overlying subarachnoid hemorrhage.
Some animals also demonstrated a laceration in the left
hemisphere.

Rat lD
Post-injury

survival
time

Contusion SAH

FPI I

30min

c +

FPI 2 c +

FPI 3 c +

FPI 4

5hr

c +

FP¡ 5 c +

FPI 6 c +

FPI 7

24hr

c,L +

FPI 8 c,L +

FPI 9 c L +

FPI IO 48hr c,L +

FPI I1 72hr c +

+: present; C: contusion; L: laceration; SAH: subarachnoid hemorrhage
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Sham

30min

5hr

contusion.
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Figure 3.10: Gross pathological features of rat cerebral
hemispheres at 24, 48 and 72hr post-FPl. 24hr: Superior aspect (Lt)

and coronal section (Rt): Cerebrum at24hr post-FPl shows left parietal

subarachnoid hemorrhage, laceration and underlying contused tissue.

48hr: Superior aspect (Lt) and coronal section (Rt): Cerebrum at 48hr

post- FPÍ shows left parietal subarachnoid hemorrhage, laceration and

underlying contused tissue. 72hr. Superior aspect (Lt) and coronal

section (nt), Cerebrum at 72hr post-FPl shows left parietal

subarachnoid hemorrhage and underlying contusion.
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3.4.3 Sham fcontroll FPI

The histological features of rat cerebral tissue following sham (control) FPI are

presented in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.11.

Table 3.8: Sham (control) FPl. Perivascular SP-lR was observed in

astrocytic processes.

0: not visible; +: minimal; ++: moderate; +++: severe; P(m): present (moderate);
P(s): present (severe)

Rat lD
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Perivascular

SP-IR
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FPI-S 2 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0

FPI-S 3 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0

FPI-S 4 D normal 0 +++ P(s) 0

minimal contusion due
to faulty surgical

technique - animal
excluded from analvsis
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3.4.4 FPI

The histological features of rat cerebral tissue following FPI are presented in

Tables 3.9 and 3.10 and Figures 3.12-3.14.

Table 3.9: FPI - H&E staining. The later timepoints showed a sharper
demarcation between the contusion and its margins as well as
inflammatory cell infiltration in both zones.

A: apoptosis; D: dark cell change; D-R: dark to red cell change; M: macrophages; N

necrosis; N/A; not applicable; P: polymorphonuclear leukocytes; R: red cell change
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defined
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FPI 5 D-R normal 0
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FPI 6 D-R normal 0 defined
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oatchv
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Table 3.10: FPI immunohistochemical staining. lncreased
perivascular astrocytic SP-IR was observed in both the contusion and its
margins at all timepoints except al72hr in the contusion where it was
minimal. At all timepoints, Albumin-lR was severe in the contusion. ln

the margins, albumin-lR was not visible at 30min post-FPl, moderate at
Shr post-FPl and severe at24,48 and 72hr post-FPl. At 24,48 andT2hr
post-FPl, moderate albumin-lR was present beyond the margins of the
ischemic area in the surrounding cerebral tissue (referred to as "distant
area").

0: not visible; +: minimal; ++: moderate' +++: severe, P(m): present (moderate);
P(s): present (severe)
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FPI
2

0 +++ P(s) n 0 +++ 0 0 0 ++ 0 0

FPI
3

0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ 0 0 0 ++ 0 0

FPI
4

5hr

0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0

FP
5

0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0

FPI
6

0 +++ P(s) n 0 +++ P(m) 0 0 ++ 0 0

FPI
7

24hr

0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0

FPI
I 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0

FPI
I N/A 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0

contused
tissue lost
during
orocesstn0

FP
10

48hr 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0

FPI
1'l 72h¡ 0 + P(s) 0 0 +++ P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0

neuronal
and
astrocytic
loss in
contusion
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Figure 3.12: 30min post-FPl. H&E: H&E staining shows ill-defined

de-marcation between the contusion and its margins (Lt) as well as
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Figure 3.14: 72hr post-FPl. H&E: H&E staining shows well-defined

dJmarcation between the contusion and its margins (L0 ln the

perivascular nerve fibers are seen (xa00).
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3.5 Perivascular APP-lR

ln all the tissue examined, both rat and human, immunostaining for APP

demonstrated no APP-IR in perivascular nerve fibers. APP-lR was observed,

however, in rat pericytes in control and sham animals and following FPI but not in

the ischemic area following MCAO (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3,15: APP-IR in rat pericytes. Pericytic APP-IR (arrows) is seen

in-pericytes in a naive rat and at 30min, 24hr and 72hr following FPI

(x¿OO; iñset: x1000, oil immersion). The APP-IR closely surrounds the

Àucleus of each pericyte. Endothelial cells are present between the

pericytes and the vascular lumen.
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3.6 Perivascular NK1-lR in rats

No perivascular NK1-lR was visible in any of the rat cerebral tissue examined in

the study. This applies to all naÏve and sham animals as well as all areas of the

cerebral hemispheres examined following pMCAO, rMCAO and FPI at all

timepoints. All these tissues, however, demonstrated NK1-lR in a subset of

cortical neurons. Figure 3.16 shows these histological features in selected

examples of control and pathological rat tissue.

Figure 3.16: NaiVe and pathological (post-MCAO and -FPl) rat cerebral
tissue immunostained for NK1. A: NaÏve rat tissue shows no

perivascular lR and prominent lR in dendrites, some of which can be traced

back to their nerve cell body (inset) (xa00). B: Several neurons in the naÏve

rat tissue show a concentration of lR on the cell membrane (x400). C: At
2+24hr post-TMCAO there is no perivascular lR in the margins of the
ischemic area (x200). D. At24h post-FPl there is no perivascular lR in the
margins of the contusion (x400).
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3.7 Peri ular CGRP-IR in rats

No perivascular CGRP-IR was visible in any of the rat cerebral tissue examined

in the study. This applies to all naÏve and sham animals as well as all areas of

the cerebral hemispheres examined following pMCAO, rMCAO and FPI at all

timepoints. All these tissues, however, demonstrated CGRP-lR in a subset of

cortical neurons. Figure 3.17 shows these histological features in selected

examples of control and pathological rat tissue.

Figure 3.17: NaiVe and pathological (post-MGAO and -FPl) rat
ceiebral tissue immunostained for CGRP. A: NaÏve rat tissue shows

no perivascular lR and some lR in a subset of neurons (x400). B: At 26hr
post-pMCAO there is no perivascular lR in the margins of the ischemic
area (x400). G: At 24h post-FPl there is no perivascular lR in the margins

of the contusion (x400).
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3.8 Human controls

The histological features of cerebral tissue from human controls are presented in

Tables 3.11 and 3.12 and Figures 3.18 and 3.19.

Table 3.11: Human controls - neurological cause of death (SUDEP).
A minimal to moderate degree of perivascular SP-lR was observed in

astrocytic processes.

0: notvisible; +:minimal; ++: moderate; +++: severe; SUDEP: sudden unexplained death from
epilepsy

Case lD

H&E
Perivascular

SP-IR Albumin-
IR

Perivascular
nerve fiber

APP-IR
Remarks

Neurons Astrocytes Nerve fiber
IR

Astrocytic
processes

IR

Control 1 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0 14?

Gontrol 2 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0 266

Control 3 normal normal 0 + 0 0 31é

Control 4 normal normal 0 + 0 0 33ó
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Figure 3.18: Human control - neurological cause of death (SUDEP).
H&E: Cortical tissue shows normal H&E staining. lnset shows neuron of
normal tinctorial character (x400; inset: x1000). SP: SP-IR is seen in
perivascular astrocytic processes (xa00). Alb: No extravascular albumin-
lR is seen (x200). APP: No APP-IR is seen in association with the
m icrovascu lature (x400).
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Table 3.12: Human controls - non-neurological causes of death. A
minimal to moderate degree of perivascular SP-IR was observed in
astrocytic processes.

0: not visible; +: minimal; ++: moderate, +++' severe; COPD: chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease; IHD: ischemic heart disease; Ml: myocardial infarction

Case lD

H&E
Perivascular

SP-IR

Albumin-
IR

Perivascular
nerve fiber

APP-IR
Remarkstttc

oL
=oz

tto
o
o
o

o
¡l
(DÊ.
Èoz

oo'.= o;rn
Ë gE
üe<cL

Gontrol 5 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0
39?; generalized
sepsis with
pneumonra

Control 6 normal normal 0 + 0 0
45d; acute Ml on
top of chronic IHD

Control 7 normal normal 0 + 0 56?; acute Ml

Control 8 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0
66á; metastatic
bronchogenic
carctnoma

Control 9 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0 67j; pneumonia

Control 10 normal normal 0 ++ 0 0 79?; COPD
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H&E

Figure 3.19: Human control - non-neurological cause of death
(COPD). H&E: Cortical tissue shows normal H&E staining (xa00). SP:
SP-IR is seen in perivascular astrocytic processes (x400)' Alb: No
extravascular albumin-lR is seen (x200). APP: No APP-IR is seen in

association with the microvasculature (xa00).
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3.9 Human cerebral infarct tissue

The histological features of human cerebral infarct tissue are presented in Tables

3.13 and 3.14 and Figures 3.20 and 3.21.

Table 3.13: Human cerebral infarct tissue - H&E staining. The
timepoints examined generally showed neuronal injury and inflammatory
cell infiltration in both the contusion and its margins.

D: dark cell change; D-R: dark to red cell change; G: ghost cells; hgic: hemorrhagic; M:
macrophages; N: necrosis; N/A: not applicable; P: polymorphonuclear leukocytes; R:

red cell change

Case
ID

(¡,

E

õ
.z
¿
=ID
tr
.9
at,

=oo
o
tt
o
fL

lschemic area Margins

Remarkstttc
o
J
oz

u,o
o
o
an

I
6)(,
à
o
(ú

E
E
G

E

Ê
o
G(,
G
E
0,o

ttc
o
J
oz

oo
(,
o
tt

L
o(,
è
o
(!
E
E(!

c

I1 1d R normal P N/A

65Ç;hsic
component; tissue
block consisted
only of ischemic
area without marqin

t2 1-2d R normal no
well-

defined
R normal 0 1s6

I3 1-2d R normal P N/A

60é; tissue block
consisted only of
ischemic area
without maroin

l4 2d R normal no
well-

defined
R normal 0 66é

I5 2d
D-
R,
N

normal no
well-

deflned
D-R normal 0 16é

I6 3-5d R normal
M, few

P
N/A

32?; tissue block
consisted only of
ischemic area
without maroin

t7 -' t0d R normal M, few
P

well-
defìned

R normal
M, few

P
65é; hgic
component

I8 10d R swollen M
well-

defined
R swollen M

38?;hsic
component

I9 19d
R,
G

decreased M
well-

defined
R swollen M

71ó; hgic
comoonent
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Table 3.14: Human cerebral infarct tissue - immunohistochemical
staining. At the examined timepoints, perivascular astrocytic SP-IR was
decreased in the ischemic area and was similar to controls in the
margins. At all timepoints, albumin-lR was severe in the ischemic area
and moderate in the margins.

0: not visible; +: minimal; ++: moderate; +++ severe; P(m): present (moderate);

P(s): present (severe); hgic: hemorrhagic; N/A: not applicable

Case
ID

o
E

E.l
¿
a
at,

c
.9
at,

=(,
o
o
Ø
o
o-

lschemic area Margins

Remarks

Perivascular
SP-IR É.

.=
E
aIt
a

o
¿
9. É.

ËÈaf
sÞ>=
L'
(¡,
È

Perivascular
SP-IR É,

c
'Ë

=
'C¡a

o)
¿9É
öÈaf
gË

.Ëb
o
o-

atÉÞ-
9_r

t¿ lt
'.= O;o
Ë gs
ü9<cL

atÉÞ-
2Ë

a) tt't¡ o);ø
Ë gs
ü9<cL

f1 1d 0 0 P(s) 0 N/A

65?; hsic
component; tissue
block consisted
only of ischemic
area without maroin

r2 1-2d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0 15é

I3 1-2d 0 0 P(s) 0 N/A

60d; tissue block
consisted only of
ischemic area
without marqin

t4 2d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 + P(m) 0 66ó

I5 2d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0 166

I6 3-5d 0 0 P(s) 0 N/A

32Ç; tissue block
consisted only of
ischemic area
without maroin

t7 -1 0d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 + P(m) 0
6sd; hgic
component

I8 10d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 ++ P(m) 0
38Ç; hgic
component

t9 19d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 + P(m) 0
71é; hgic
component
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Figure 3.20: Human infarct at 1-2d post-occlus¡on' H&E: H&E

staining shows well-defined demarcation between the ischemic area and

its margins (Lt) as well as neuronal red cell change in the ischemic area
(Rt) (Lt: x40; Rt: x400). SP: SP-lR in perivascular astrocytic processes

is decreased in the ischemic area (Lt) but similar to controls in its margins
(Rt) (xaoo). Alb: Extravascular albumin-lR is present in the ischemic
area and the margins (x40). APP: No APP-IR is seen in association with

microvasculature in the ischemic area (x400).
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Figure 3.21 : Human infarct at 10d post-occlusion. H&E: H&E staining
shows the ischemic area and its margins (Lt) as well as neuronal red cell
change and macrophage infiltration in the ischemic area (Rt). (Lt: x40;
Rt. x400). SP: SP-lR in perivascular astrocytic processes is decreased in

the ischemic area (Lt) but similar to controls in its margins (Rt) (x400).
Alb: Extravascular albumin-lR is present in the ischemic area (x40).
APP: lntense APP-IR is observed in some nerve cell bodies while no

APP-IR is seen in association with the microvasculature in the ischemie
area (x400).
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3.10 Human cerebral contusion tissue

The histological features of human cerebral contusion tissue are presented in

Tables 3.1 5 and 3.16 and Figures 3.22 and 3.23.

Table 3.15: Human cerebral contusion tissue - H&E staining. The
timepoints examined showed neuronal injury and inflammatory cell
infiltration in both the contusion and its margins.

f : increased; ARDS: adult respiratory distress syndrome; ICP: intracranial pressure; G:
ghost cells; M: macrophages; N/A: not applicable; P: polymorphonuclear leukocytes; R:

red cell change

Case
ID

o
E
E
(Ú

.ì
¿
=aD

è
5
c'r
an
o
o-

Contusion Margins

RemarkstOc
o

=oz

E

()
o
an

L
o
a)

à
o
(!
E
E
a!

c

c
o
(ú
o
(ú

Eoo

o
Ê
o
f
oz

s
o
e
tt,

L
(¡)
o
L
o
.U

E
E
(E

c

cl 1d R normal P
ill-defined

oatchv
R normal P 49ó; 1 tcP

c2 1d R normal no
ill-defined

patchv R normal no 23é; 1 tCP

c3 2d R normal P
well-defined

oatchv
R normal P 28ó; 1 tCP

c4 2-3d R normal P well-defined R normal P 82?

c5 4d R normal P well-defined R normal P

17ó; ARDS;
I ICP; excluded from
analysis due to
severe autolvsis

c6 11d R swollen M well-defined R swollen M
406i
bronchopneumonia;
1 ICP

c7 12d R swollen M well-defined R swollen M 41ó;ARDS; 1 ICP

c8 ^3wk
R,
G

decreased M well-defined R swollen M 61é; 1 tcP
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Table 3.16: Human cerebral contusion tissue
immunohistochemical staining. At the examined timepoints,
perivascular astrocytic SP-IR was decreased in the contusion and was
either similar to controls or decreased in the margins. At all timepoints,
albumin-lR was severe in the contusion and moderate in the margins.

0: not visible; +: minimal; ++: moderate; +++: severe; P(m): present (moderate); P(s)
present (severe) f: increased; ARDS: adult respiratory distress syndrome; ICP
intracranial pressure

Case
ID

o
E

õ
.¿
È
5
o
à
¿
tr
fl
at
o
o-

Contusion Margins

Remarks

Perivascular
SP-IR É,

.s
E
=e

o¡¡
o
È
9,É

ËÈ
d<
att
(ú

L
o
o-

Perivascular
SP-IR É,

.=
E
=¡¡

o¡t
o
¿
9, É.

ËÈ
d<
a¡,
(E

.l
o
fL

oÉ.P-
98

ott'Eo;o
Ë gs
ü9<cL

@É.Þ-
*_t

oo'r¡ 6)\ø
ËgE69<cL

c1 1d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 + P(m) 0 49ó; 1 rcP

c2 1d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 + P(m) 0 23ô: I tcP

c3 2d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 0 P(m) 0 28é; I tCP

c4 2-3d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 + P(m) 0 82?

c5 4d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

'17ó;ARDS; 1 ICP; excluded
from analysis due to severe
autolvsis

c6 11d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 0 P(m) 0
40ó; bronchopneumonia; f
ICP

c7 12d 0 0 P(s) 0 0 + P(m) 0 41$;ARDS; I ICP

c8 .-3wk 0 0 P(s) 0 0 0 P(m) 0 6ló; l lcP
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Figure 3.22: Human contusion at 2d post-injury. H&E: H&E staining
shows demarcation between the contusion and its margins (Lt) as well as
neuronal red cell change in the contusion (Rt). (Lt: x40; Rt: x400). SP:
SP-IR in perivascular astrocytic processes is decreased in both the
contusion (Lt) and its margins (Rt) (xa00). Alb: Extravascular albumin-lR
is present in the contusion and the margins (xaO). APP: No perivascular
APP-lR is in association with microvasculature (xa00).
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4.1 Perivascular SP-lR

ln all the tissue examined in this study, from both rats and humans,

perivascular SP-lR was observed in astrocytic processes rather than in nerve

fibers. This suggests that, at the examined timepoints, astrocytes might play a

more important role than perivascular nerve fibers in the SP response in

infarction and contusion. Perivascular astrocytic processes constitute part of

the BBB and thus their SP content might be in an ideal location to exert an

effect on the permeability of the barrier. ln all the tissue examined, the

perivascular astrocytic SP-lR was mainly concentrated around thin-walled

venules which are the main site of inflammatory vascular leakage (McDonald ef

a/. 1999).

Although the presence of SP in the nerve endings of perivascular fibers in the

cerebral circulation has been reported in a large number of studies (Edvinsson

et al. 1981, 1983c, Uddman et al. 1981, Edvinsson & Uddman 1982, Furness ef

al. 1982, Liu-Chen et al. 1983a, Yamamoto et al. 1983, ltakura et al. 1984,

Jansen et al. 1992), these studies were primarily concerned with cerebral

arteries, dural venous sinuses and pial arterioles rather than the intracerebral

microvasculature. The presence of SP in intracerebral trigeminovascular nerve

endings has mostly been inferred from these studies on extraparenchymal

vessels. Little if any work has been done to anatomically characterize

perivascular SP-lR in the intracerebral microcirculation. Thus, our inability to
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detect SP-lR in perivascular nerve fibers related to the cerebral

microvasculature does not contradict any anatomical evidence in the literature.

Our demonstration of SP-IR in perivascular astrocytic processes is supported

by the findings of Barbato et al who also used confocal-based

immunofluorescence to show an abundant presence of SP-IR in cultured

human astrocytes (Barbato et al. 2005). Astrocytic SP-IR has also been

demonstrated in normal human infants (Michel et al. 1986), around multiple

sclerosis plaques in humans (Kostyk et al. 1989) and following carotid

occlusion in the gerbil (Lin 1995).

4.2 Rat permanent MGAO

4.2.1 Cha on of SP-IR

ln the control (naÏve and sham) rats, moderate perivascular SP-lR was

observed. Following pMCAO, perivascular SP-lR was increased in the margins

of the ischemic area at all examined timepoints. ln the ischemic area, pMCAO

was associated with an increased perivascular SP-IR only at 5 and 7hr post-

occlusion. At24 and 26hr post-occlusion, perivascular SP-lR was decreased in

the ischemic area. The early increase in SP-IR is in agreement with the

findings of other studies conducted on rat models of focal cerebral ischemia (Yu
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et al. 1997 and Stumm et al.2001) although these studies did not explore the

exact location of perivascular SP-lR. A possible explanation for the late

decrease of perivascular SP-lR in the ischemic area is loss of astrocytes in this

zone as seen on H&E staining. As mentioned earlier, perivascular SP-lR was

observed in astrocytic processes rather than nerve fibers. Thus, a loss of

astrocytes due to prolonged ischemia without reperfusion could deplete SP-lR

in the tissue.

4.2.2 Characterizatio n of albumin-lR

ln the control (na'ive and sham) rats, albumin-lR was not visible. At all

examined timepoints following pMCAO, there was severe albumin-lR in the

ischemic area and moderate albumin-lR in the marglns. A possible explanation

for the gradation of albumin-lR is that extracellular edema fluid accumulating in

the lesion progressively spreads into the surrounding tissue with time. This

pattern of edema fluid accumulation is well characterized in the literature

(lannotti and Hoff 1983, Bell ef al. 1985, Todd ef a/. 1986).

4.2.3 Correlation of S R and albumin-lR

ln the margins, increased albumin-lR was associated with increased

perivascular SP-lR at all timepoints following pMCAo. Similarly, in the

ischemic area, at 5 and 7hr post-occlusion increased albumin-lR was
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associated with increased perivascular SP-lR. However, in the ischemic area

al 24 and 26hr post-occlusion increased albumin-lR was associated with

decreased perivascular SP-lR. The decrease in perivascular SP-lR correlated

with loss of astrocytes (see above).

4.3 Rat reperfused MCAO

4.3.1 Characterization of SP-IR

ln the control (naïve and sham) rats, moderate perivascular SP-lR was

observed. Following TMCAO, perivascular SP-lR was increased in both the

ischemic area and its margins at both examined timepoints.

4.3.2 Characterization of albumin-lR

ln the control (naiVe and sham) rats, albumin-lR was not visible. At both

examined timepoints following TMCAO, there was severe albumin-lR in the

ischemic area and moderate albumin-lR in the margins. ln addition, al2+24hr

post-occlusion, moderate albumin-lR extended beyond the margins of the

ischemic area into the surrounding cerebral tissue. A possible explanation for

the gradation of albumin-lR and its extension beyond the margins is that
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extracellular edema fluid accumulating in the lesion progressively spreads into

the surrounding tissue with time.

4.3.3 Correlation of SP-lR and albumin-lR

ln the margins, increased albumin-lR was associated with increased

perivascular SP-lR at both examined timepoints following TMCAO. Similarly, in

the ischemic area, albumin-lR and perivascular SP-lR were concomitantly

increased at both examined timepoints.

4.4 Rat FPI

4.4.1 Cha ion of SP-IR

ln the control (naïve and sham) rats, moderate perivascular SP-lR was

observed.

Following FPl, perivascular SP-IR was increased in both the contusion and its

margins at all timepoints except at 72hr where it was decreased in the

contusion. The increase in SP-lR is concordant with the findings of Nimmo et

al. in the rat (Nimmo et al. 2004). A possible explanation for the late decrease

of perivascular SP-lR in the contusion is loss of astrocytes in this zone as seen

on H&E staining. As mentioned above, perivascular SP-lR was observed in
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astrocytic processes rather than nerve fibers. Thus, a loss of astrocytes at this

timepoint might have possibly depleted SP-lR in the tissue.

4.4.2 Characterization of albumin-lR

ln the control (naïve and sham) rats, albumin-lR was not visible. At all

examined timepoints following FPl, there was severe albumin-lR in the

contusion. ln the margins, albumin-lR was not visible at 30min post-injury,

moderate at 5hr post-injury and severe at 24, 48 and 72hr post-injury. ln

addition, at 24, 48 and 72hr post-injury, moderate albumin-lR was present

beyond the margins of the contusion in the surrounding cerebral tissue. A

possible explanation for this spatiotemporal evolution in the distribution and

degree of albumin-lR is that extracellular edema fluid accumulating in the lesion

progressively spreads into the surrounding tissue with time. Thus, at 30min

post-injury the albumin-lR was localized to the contusion. After 5hr some

albumin-lR might have spread to the margins and, within 24-72hr, some

albumin-lR might have spread fafther still beyond the margins into the

surrounding tissue.
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4.4.3 Gorrelation of SP-lR and albumin-lR

ln the margins, increased perivascular SP-IR was associated with varying

degrees of albumin-lR that increased with increasing post-injury survival time.

ln the contusion, increased albumin-lR was associated with increased

perivascular SP-lR at all examined timepoints post-injury. At 30min post-injury,

increased perivascular SP-lR in the contusion and margins was associated with

increased albumin-lR in the contusion. At 5, 24, 48 and 72hr post-injury,

increased perivascular SP-lR in the contusion and margins was associated with

increased albumin-lR in both zones.

4.5 Human infarcts and contus¡ons

4.5.1 Characterization of SP-lR

ln the control tissue, moderate to equivocal/minimal perivascular SP-IR was

observed. With ischemic insults as well as following blunt trauma, at all

examined timepoints, perivascular SP-lR was decreased in the core (ischemic

area or contusion) of the lesion and showed little change in the margins. lt is

not clear why perivascular SP-lR was decreased in the core of the lesion. As

mentioned above, in all the tissue examined perivascular SP-lR was observed

in astrocytic processes rather than in nerve fibers. Thus, a pathological loss of
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astrocytes might possibly deplete SP-lR in the tissue. However, except for the

latest examined timepoint (19d), all the examined timepoints revealed no

apparent loss of astrocytes in the core of the lesion as most of the ischemic

areas had selective neuronal necrosis and not pan-necrosis. The data from

this study does not allow for an explanation of the observed depletion of

perivascular SP-lR and further investigation is needed to gain a greater

understanding of its mechanism.

Only one published study has quantified SP following human cerebral ischemia

(Bruno et a\,2003). This study demonstrated that the levels of SP in serum

drawn from human patients were increased at 12hr following the clinical onset

of ischemia and increased to a lesser extent at 12-24hr. This does not conflict

with our results since, as mentioned below with the limitations of the study,

there was no tissue available in our posf mortem tissue archives that

represented these early timepoints within the first 24h following ischemia.

Therefore, we were unable to make an assessment of SP-IR at these

timepoints. Furthermore, the fact that Bruno et al. reported a decline in the

level of serum SP beyond 12hr suggests that at the later timepoints examined

in our study the serum SP might not be elevated. Furthermore, there is no data

to indicate that the level of SP in the serum as measured by Bruno et al. is a

direct correlate of SP-lR in neural tissue. Also, while our results are entirely

derived from cases of clinical cerebrovascular stroke, Bruno et al. described

that the levels of SP in the serum were significantly higher in transient ischemic
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attack (lasting less than 24hr) than in completed stroke. Further work is

required to characterize the serum levels of SP at later stages in the evolution

of cerebral infarction.

4.5.2 Characterization of albumin-lR

ln the control tissue, albumin-lR was not visible. With MCA territory ischemic

insults as well as following blunt trauma to the MCA territory, at all examined

timepoints, albumin was severe in the core (ischemic area or contusion) of the

lesion and moderate in the margins. A possible explanation for the gradation of

albumin-lR is that extracellular edema fluid accumulating in the lesion

progressively spreads into the surrounding tissue with time.

4.5.3 Gorrelation of SP-IR and albumin-lR

ln the margins, at all examined timepoints, increased albumin-lR was

associated with little change in perivascular SP-IR. ln the core, whereas

albumin-lR was increased at all examined timepoints, perivascular SP-lR was

decreased. There is no clear explanation for this discrepancy between

albumin-lR and perivascular SP-IR in the two zones and further work is

required to explore this.
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4.6 Gomparison of experimental and human findinqs

4.6.1 SP-tR

Comparing the groups of rat tissue following both MCAO and FPI revealed that

the core and margins of the lesion, at all but the latest examined timepoints,

showed increased perivascular SP-lR. At these later timepoints (24 and 26hr

post-pMCAO and 72hr post-FPl) the core of the lesion demonstrated a

decrease in perivascular SP-IR. The fact that this decreased SP-IR always

coincided with a loss of astrocytes implies that these cells play an important

role in the accumulation of perivascular SP-IR following MCAO and FPl.

Furthermore, at 26hr post-occlusion, both the decreased perivascular SP-IR

and the loss of astrocytes were observed following pMCAO but not TMCAO.

This suggests that reperfusion of the ischemic area might be associated with a

salvaging effect on astrocytes and a consequent accumulation of SP-lR.

ln contrast to rat tissue, human tissue in the setting of both infarction and

contusion showed no increase in perivascular SP-lR. However, the examined

human tissue generally represented later timepoints than those of the rat tissue

and therefore might not be directly comparable. Tissue from corresponding

timepoints in both species was not available for technical reasons detailed in
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the section on limitations of the study. lt is also possible that the astrocytic SP

response in both pathologies is different in humans compared to rats but further

investigations are necessary to fully characterize astrocytic SP in both species

in normal and pathological settings.

4.6.2 Albumin-lR

Rat and human control tissue both showed no extravascular albumin-lR.

Following both blunt trauma and vascular occlusion, all the rat and human

tissue examined in this study demonstrated extravascular albumin-lR. The

albumin-lR was generally greater in the core of the lesion than in the margins.

Furthermore, at the latest timepoints examined following rat rMCAO (2+24hr)

and rat FPI (24,48 and 72hr), albumin-lR was present beyond the margins of

the lesion in the surrounding cerebral tissue. This suggests that with the

passage of time following MCAO and FPl, extracellular edema fluid

accumulating in the lesion spreads into the surrounding tissue. ln addition, at

26hr post-occlusion, albumin-lR outside the margins of the lesion was observed

following rMCAO but not pMCAO. This suggests that reperfusion of the

ischemic area might be associated with an increased accumulation and spread

of edema. This is supported by several studies demonstrating that the

progression of edema is halted in absolute deprivation of blood supply which

implies that a certain amount of blood flow must be preserved for edema to

develop (lannotti and Hoff 1983, Crockard et al. 1980, Kogure et al. 1981).
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Additional studies using MRI at different timepoints are recommended to further

explore effect of reperfusion on edema in this setting.

With human tissue, it was not possible in this study to assess the albumin-lR

outside the lesion margins due to the use of previously sampled archival tissue

as discussed in the section on limitations of the study. ln the future, a cohort of

post-moñem brain tissue could be specifically sampled to allow investigation of

the extent of albumin-lR in greater detail.

4.6.3 Gorrelation of SP-lR and albumin-lR

ln the setting of infarction and contusion, increased extravascular albumin-lR

was associated with increased perivascular SP-lR only in rat tissue but not in

human tissue at the timepoints examined. This implies that, in the rat,

increased perivascular SP might play a role in the accumulation of edema with

infarction and contusion. Although increased SP-lR was not observed in human

tissue, this might be related to the unavailability of tissue from earlier timepoints

and further investigation is warranted to provide greater detail on any possible

involvement of SP with edema in these settings.
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4.7 PerivascularAPP-lR

ln all the tissue examined, immunostaining for APP demonstrated no APP-IR in

perivascular nerve fibers. APP-IR was observed, however, in rat pericytes in

control and sham animals and following FPI but not in the ischemic area

following MCAO.

The absence of visible APP-immunoreactivity in perivascular nerve fibers in the

examined pathological tissue does not rule out that these fibers might be

injured. Although APP is known to be a sensitive marker for axonal injury

(Blumbergs ef a/. 1995), the sensitivity of APP as an indictor of damage in

perivascular axons has never been assessed and there is no account in the

literature of APP-IR in perivascular axons.

Although there is no evidence in the literature of the presence of APP-IR in rat

pericytes, Verbeek et al. reported APP-IR in cultured human brain pericytes

and used immunoelectron microscopy to demonstrate its presence in small

intracellular vesicles that were characterized as lysosomes (Verbeek et al.

2OO2). Our results do not allow us to make any speculations about the

functional significance of the observed pericytic APP-lR nor to explain its

detection in rat tissue and not in human tissue.
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4.8 Perivascular NK1-lR

ln all the rat tissue examined, no perivascular NK1-lR was observed in relation

to the intracerebral microvasculature. Although numerous in vitro studies have

described the presence of NK1-lR in cultured endothelial cells and astrocytes,

these findings have no parallel in posf mortem tissue. However, the absence of

visible perivascular NK1-|R in our study does not rule out a role for SP in

influencing the BBB. lt is possible that activation of the NK1 receptor at some

distance from the BBB indirectly leads to the activation of other receptors near

the BBB. Further investigation is required to characterize the exact anatomical

and functional relationship of this receptor to the BBB.

4.9 Perivascular CGRP-lR

ln all the rat tissue examined, no perivascular CGRP-IR was observed in

relation to the intracerebral microvasculature. Our results lend further support

to the belief that CGRP is not involved in altering vascular permeability in the

setting of inflammation (Brain 1997). This is in agreement with the fact that the

presence of CGRP has never been demonstrated around venules and

capillaries in the literature. Moreover, although the presence of CGRP has

been reported in perivascular nerve fibers related to arterioles in the cerebral
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circulation, this has only been demonstrated in pial arterioles on the surface of

the cerebrum and not in intracerebral arterioles (Edvinsson ef a/. 1995).

4.10 Limitations of the studv

4.10.1 Limitations of human tissue

4.10.1.'l Restriction of observable timepoints

Human cerebral infarcts do not tend to cause death within the first day after

onset. Consequently, there are no tissue samples available in our archives that

represent this early interval and this limits any comparison with the short-

surviving experimental groups. This limitation is quite important because an

understanding of the early pathology would help to better evaluate the potential

benefit of early pharmacologic intervention. lt is hoped that, in the future, the

resolution and magnification powers of imaging modalities will become greater

to allow the examination of the brains of living patients at a microscopic level.

4.1O.1.2 Patholoqical complexitv

The results obtained from studying human tissue often do not only reflect the

changes produced by the investigated pathological conditions. ln many cases,
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these results are confounded by treatment received before death, co-existing

pathological conditions, and complications of the initial lesion. To minimize this

effect as much as possible, the selection of cases for this study was based on

an examination of both histopathological reports and clinical records in order to

select cases that had as little confounding factors as possible. Furthermore,

any unavoidable confounding factors were indicated in the results section.

4.10.1.3 Tissue fixation and posú morfem delav

Because human tissue can only be fixed by immersion and not perfusion, this

delays the penetration of the fixative into the tissue and decreases the quality of

fixation. ln addition, the logistics of hospital mortuary work make it impossible

to standardize the time between the death of a patient and fixation. Therefore,

the interval between death and tissue fixation - during which autolysis is

delayed by refrigeration of the body is - is variable from case to case.

Nevertheless, the post mortem interval generally did not exceed three days and

within this time frame, this inevitable variability did not cause a notable

difference in the level of staining in the control tissue for any of the stains used.

Furthermore, none of the examined tissue showed histological evidence of

marked autolysis except in one case and this was indicated in the results.
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4.10.1.4 Patholoqical complexitv

Although each post mortem tissue specimen used as a control was obtained

from a patient who died due to an illness that was unrelated to cerebral edema,

cerebral infarction or contusion, it still cannot be dismissed that the cause of

death might have had an effect on any of the molecules examined in this study.

ln order to avoid the possible relationship between a particular cause of death

and any of the studied molecules, control tissue was obtained from a range of

cases with a variety of fatal conditions (indicated in the results section). The

fact that the controls showed more or less similar levels of these molecules

suggests that we managed to avoid any such confounding cause of death.

However, it is still not possible to exclude that the actual process of death itself,

regardless of the causative illness, might have an effect on any of the studied

molecules. Further investigation is required to exclude any such relationship.

4.10.1 .5 Previous samplinq of archival tissue

Our human tissue archives consist of blocks of tissue that were routinely

sampled over the years with a focus on sampling the actual lesions rather than

the distant better-preserved tissue. For this reason, the blocks available to this

study generally consisted of tissue from the core of the lesion and its margins

with none of the immediately adjacent tissue of the brain. Thus, it was not

possible to examine or comment on the parts of these brains away from the
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lesions. With rat brains, this limitation was not encountered since it was

intended to examine the entire brain and not only the lesions. Furthermore, the

much smaller size of the rat brain allowed for a single tissue block to include a

coronal section of the entire brain.

4.10.2 Limitations of rat tissue

4.1O.2.1 Restriction of observable timepoints

Using rat models of infarction and contusion allowed the examination of earlier

timepoints that could not be examined with the human tissue as previously

discussed. However, it is a technical problem in the rat model of MCAO to

extract the brain after one day post-occlusion because the infarcted tissue

becomes too friable to handle. ln the future, in order to overcome this difficulty,

it would be worthwhile to attempt to modify the techniques of tissue extraction

or design specific instruments for this particular task.

4.10.2.2 Number of animals used

This study was designed to allow the examination of several pathological

settings at a large number of timepoints. Examining more timepoints meant

that a relatively small number of animals were studied at each timepoint

following MCAO and FPl. Furthermore, this study was intended to include a
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quantitation of homogenized rat cerebral tissue using western blot analysis. A

group of rats were processed for this purpose but there was technical difficulty

in applying the western blotting technique using the antibodies available for SP.

The rat brains intended for quantitation are currently stored in a freezer at -

70'C and will be further studied as soon as quantitatlon becomes technically

possible.

4.1O.2.3 Reproduciblv of the lesion

Although care was taken to perform the insult-resulting procedures in both

animal models in a consistent manner, the lesions produced tended to vary in

severity. This variation was minimized as much as possible by adhering to a

strict protocol. ln addition, inter-operator variability was not a concern since all

the animals in each model were operated on by a single person. ln any case,

the fact that all the tissue was examined histologically provided an intrinsic

control mechanism that correlated any changes in the investigated molecules

with well-characterized general pathological changes seen on routine H&E

staining.

4.10.2.4 Applicabilitv of patholoqical model

ln addition to the previously described possible difference between rat and

human physiology, there is also the issue of applicability of the model of injury
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induced in the rat to the actual injury that is encountered in humans. As

discussed in the materials and methods section, great care has been taken in

this study regarding both the choice of relevant experimental models and the

interpretation of the results obtained from these models strictly within the limits

of their applicability.

4.10.2.5 Possible differen between soecies

A limitation commonly associated with the use of experimental animal models -
especially when investigating the function of a molecule such as SP - is that it

is not certain that the function of the molecule in the animal is the same as its

function in humans. lndeed, it was one of the aims of this study to compare the

changes in SP between rats and humans. However, the unavailability of

pathological tissue from comparable timepoints in both species, due to the

technical reasons described above, limits our ability to comment on the

differences between these species. Further investigations are necessary to

fully characterize SP in both species in normal and pathological settings.
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4.10.3 Limitations of the technioues applied to the tissue

4.10.3.1 Limitations of immunohistochemistrv

i. Antibody recognition

The validity of immunohistochemical staining is directly related to the specificity

and sensitivity of the antibodies used to recognize the studied antigens. ln this

study, care was taken to select well-tested antibodies from reliable commercial

sources and to ensure that the antibodies are suitable for use with formalin-

fixed paraffin-embedded tissue. ln addition, before being used on study tissue,

the antibodies were tested in our laboratory on control tissue containing

anatomical structures of known immunoreactivity to ensure antibody specificity

and to identify the optimal concentration of antibody that yields the best signal

to noise ratio. Furthermore, the control tissue of known immunoreactivity was

stained again with every batch of experimental tissue stained in order to

validate the results obtained from each individual staining session. This control

tissue was always stained both with and without the primary antibody to serve

as both a positive and a negative control respectively.

However, one limitation that cannot be avoided is that we cannot exclude that

the ability of an antibody to recognize an antigen might be affected by a change

in the conformation of the antigen molecule if it is bound to another molecule in
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the tissue. For example, there is no data currently available to guarantee that

the antibody that recognizes the SP molecule will still recognize it if it is bound

to the NK1 receptor. lt is hoped that, with time, the increasing interest in

neuropeptide research will lead to a more thorough characterization of the

antibodies available against these molecules and their receptors.

ii. Potential variability in intensity of staining

It is common for the intensity of immunohistochemical staining to vary slightly

from one staining session to the other even if the tissues stained in both

sessions have the same content of antigen. This is because staining is

affected by a large number of variables including the exact length of incubation

time in the various solutions and the exact degree of freshness of solutions

prepared throughout the procedure. For our semi-quantitative purposes, the

effect of this variability was avoided by staining all the tissue to be compared for

each stain - including both study tissue and control tissue as well as standard

tissue of known immunoreactivity - in one single session.

4.10.3.2 Limitations of semi-quantitative qradinq system

A fundamental limitation of the methodology used in this study was the inability

to quantitate SP using western blot analysis due to technical problems.
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4.11 Gonclusions

Our results demonstrated, in all examined rat and human tissue, that

perivascular SP-IR was present in astrocytic processes rather than in nerve

fibers. Furthermore, no APP-immunoreactive perivascular nerve fibers were

observed. This implies that perivascular astrocytic processes might be more

important than perivascular nerve fibers in any effect that SP may have on the

BBB in the settings of infarction and contusion. ln addition, the results

generally showed, in rat infarcts and contusions, an increase in SP-lR and

albumin-lR. This suggests that, in the rat, increased SP in the setting of

infarction and contusion might contribute to vasogenic edema. Human tissue,

however, showed no increase in SP-lR following infarction or contusion in spite

of the presence of albumin-lR. These observations in human tissue might be

related to the unavailability of tissue for examination at earlier timepoints post-

insult and further investigation is warranted to provide greater detail on any

possible involvement of SP with edema in these settings.
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1

2
3

Appendix 1: Hematoxv lin and eosin (H&E) staininq technique

Mount sections on glass slides and dry at 60'C (20min).
Dewax slides in xylene (2x2min) and dehydrate in graded alcohol (2x2min).
(lf section is visibly hemorrhagic, to avoid formation of artefactual formalin pigment)
immerse in saturated alcoholic solution of picric acid (20min) and then immerse in

absolute alcohol (1 hr).
(lf section is visibly hemorrhagic, to avoid formation of artefactual formalin pigment)
rinse in water (10 dips).
lmmerse in hematoxylin (Smin).
Rinse in water (10 dips).
Place in acid alcohol (10 dips).
Rinse in water (10 dips).
Place in lithium carbonate (1Ssec).
Rinse in water (10 dips).
lmmerse in eosin for (2min).
Dehydrate in graded alcohol (2x10 dips) and 2 changes of histolene (2x10 dips).
Coverslip.

4

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11

12
13
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1

2
3

4

5
6

ix 2: lmmunohistochemical stainin st tavid in-biotin
technique

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Mount sections on poly-lysine-coated glass slides and dry at 60'C (20min).
Dewax slides in xylene (2x2min) and dehydrate in graded alcohol (2x2min).
(lf section is visibly hemorrhagic, to avoid formation of artefactual formalin pigment)
immerse in saturated alcoholic solution of picric acid (20min) and then immerse in
absolute alcohol (1 hr).
lmmerse in 500m1 methanol with 8.3m1 HzOz (30min) to block endogenous
peroxidase activity.
Rinse in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer (pH 7.38-7.42) (2x3min).
Apply appropriate pretreatment (boiling for 1Omin in citrate, ethylenediamine tetra-
acetic acid (EDTA) or target retrieval solution (TRS) depending on primary
antibody (see Table 6.1) for optimum antigen retrieval. Then allow cooling to below
40'c.
Rinse in PBS buffer (2x3min).
Circle section with wax marker (Dako cytomation) and incubate with 3% normal
horse serum (NHS) (30min).
Drain NHS and apply primary antibody overnight in humidified chamber.
Rinse in PBS buffer (2x3 min).
lncubate with biotinylated secondary antibody* (Vector) al11250 (30min).
Rinse in PBS buffer (2x3 min).
lncubate with streptavidin peroxidase tertiary antibody (Pierce) at 111,000 (60min).
Rinse in PBS buffer (2x3 min).
Apply diaminobenzidene (DAB) (pH 7.65-7.70) and excess HzOzto obtain optimum
staining at approximately 7min.
Rinse in PBS buffer (2x3 min).
Lightly counterstain (1 min) in Mayer's hematoxylin.
Rinse in water (10 dips).
Place in acid alcohol (10 dips).
Rinse in water (10 dips).
Place in lithium carbonate (1Ssec).
Rinse in water (10 dips).
Dehydrate in graded alcohol (2x10 dips) and 2 changes of histolene (2x10 dips).
Coverslip.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

7
I

* For confocal microscopy, at step 11, instead of biotinylated secondary antibody,
incubate for 30 min with specified fluorophores (see Table 6.1). Then, rinse in PBS
(2x3min) and coverslip using an aqueous mounting medium with antifade.
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Table 6.1: Details of primary antibodies and fluorophores used in
immunohistochemical staining,

" Dilutions decrease 10 fold for double immunolabeling
APP: amyloid precursor protein; CGRP: calcitonin gene-related peptide; EDTA: ethylenediamine
tetra-acetic acid; FITC. fluorescein isothiocyanate; GFAP: glial fibrillary acidic protein, N/A: not
applicable; NKl: neurokinin-1; SP: substance P; TRS: target retrieval solution

Antibody/fluorophore
Manufacturer

(catalog number)
Dilution* Retrieval solution

anti-SP
(qoat polyclonal)

Santa Cruz
(sc-9758) 1t2,000 EDTA

anti-albumin
(qoat polvclonal)

Cappel
(01 13-034'1)

1t20,000 none

anti-APP
(mouse monoclonal)

Boehringer
(22C 11\

1t2,000 citrate

anti-NK1
(rabbit polvclonal)

Advanced Targeting Systems
(AB-N04) 1/1,500 TRS

anti-CGRP
(rabbit polvclonal)

Serotec
(PEPA¿7) 1/20,000 citrate

anti-GFAP
(rabbit polvclonal)

Dako
(20334\ 1/20,000 EDTA

Alexa 546
(donkev anti-qoat)

Molecular Probes 1t200 N/A

FtTC 488
(donkev anti-rabbit)

Jackson 1t200 N/A
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